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ABSTRACT
Numerical Study of High Temperature Bayonet Heat Exchanger and Decomposer
for Decomposition o f Sulfur trioxide
by
Vijaisri Nagarajan
Dr. Yitung Chen, Examination Committee Chair 
Associate Professor o f Department o f Mechanical Engineering 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
This thesis deals with the development o f  a three-dimensional computational 
model o f high temperature heat exchanger and decomposer for hydrogen production by 
the sulfur iodine thermochemical water splitting cycle. The present study is concerned 
with the use o f a bayonet type heat exehanger that is a silicon carbide integrated 
decomposer (SID) which decomposes sulfuric acid to produce sulfur dioxide, oxygen and 
water. The Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) Integrated Decomposer is a SiC based 
design concept that uses a SID for boiling, superheating and decomposing functions 
where the temperatures are above 250°C.
From the literature review it can be found that many researches on bayonet heat 
exchangers have been done in the past but there are no reports on the application o f  the 
bayonet heat exchanger as a decomposer for the catalytic sulfuric acid decomposition. In 
the present study, fluid flow, heat transfer and chemical reaction o f  the decomposer for 
the detailed two-dimensional analysis using volume-averaged porous m edia approach and
111
three-dimensional analysis with different arrangements and different types o f pellets in 
the packed bed have been studied. The computational model was validated by 
comparisons with experimental result obtained from SNL.
The pre-processor GAMBIT was used to create a computational mesh and the 
CFD software package FLUENT that is based on the finite volume method is used to 
produce numerical results. The equations governing the flow and heat transfer are solved 
numerically using finite volume techniques, additional transport equations are also solved 
for chemical reactions.
A two-dimensional axisymmetric computational model with porous medium 
region located in the decomposer region with uniformly packed spherical pellets was 
used to calculate the decomposition o f sulfur trioxide. The working fluids in the model 
are sulfur trioxide, sulfur dioxide, oxygen and water vapor. Parametric studies for 
different surface-to-volume ratios, Reynolds number and operation pressures are 
performed.
To enhance the thermal efficiency o f the decomposer and to decrease swirling, a 
three-dimensional computational model with packed bed region containing different 
types and arrangements o f  pellets is developed. The experiment was done by varying the 
pressure from 3 to 4.8 bar and acid flow rate from 5 - 1 5  ml/min. The decomposition 
percentage obtained from SNL with SID alone is 60% and SID with concentrator is 37%. 
The decomposition percentage obtained from numerical results is consistent with the 
experimental results. From the result it was found that the sulfur dioxide production 
(throughput) is maximum for the packed bed region with hollow cylindrical pellets.
IV
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE SURVEY
1.1 Motivation and Scope
The growth o f global energy demand during the 2U ' century, combined with the 
necessity to master greenhouse gas emissions has lead to the introduction o f a new and 
universal energy carrier: hydrogen. Hydrogen gas is seen as a future energy carrier 
particularly for the transportation sector by virtue o f the fact that it is renewable, liberates 
large amounts o f energy per unit weight in combustion and can be easily converted to 
electricity in fuel cells. Hydrogen can be an attractive alternative if  it can be produced in 
a clean and cost-effective manner [ 1 ].
At present, industry uses fossil fuels as energy sources and as raw materials for 
hydrogen production. Today, most o f the hydrogen production comes from hydrocarbons; 
oil (18%), coal (30%) and natural gas (48%). Only about 4% o f H] comes from water 
through electrolysis [2]. The above hydrogen production methods are either inefficient or 
produce greenhouse gases. Hydrogen production from water, the most renewable raw 
material is the main goal o f several research programs. Hydrogen can be produced from 
splitting o f water through various processes namely water electrolysis, photo-electrolysis, 
photo-biological production and high temperature water decomposition. High 
temperature water splitting occurs at 3000°C. At this temperature 10% o f the water is 
decomposed and 90% o f the water is recycled. To reduce the temperature other processes
1
for high temperature splitting o f water have been suggested. One such process is 
thermochemical water splitting which offers clean, efficient and cost-effective large scale 
production o f hydrogen. Nuclear energy can be used as an abundant source o f energy for 
the production o f hydrogen through a high temperature processes (up to IOOO°C). Unlike 
electrolysis, thermochemical cycles for splitting o f water can convert low level thermal 
energy directly into chemical energy by forming hydrogen and oxygen. Since the 
conception o f the first thermochemical cycle in 1960s, a large number o f  water splitting 
cycles have been conceptualized and a few o f those have been extensively investigated. 
The sulfur-iodine cycle (S-1) proposed by the General Atomics (GA) Company is one 
such cycle developed for the large scale hydrogen production [3]. Figure 1.1 shows the 
production o f hydrogen at different temperatures [4].
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Figure 1.1 Production o f hydrogen at different temperatures [4]
In this cycle, heat energy enters the thermochemical process through several high 
temperature chemical reactions. Some amount o f the heat is rejected via exothermic low 
temperature reaction. The inputs for these thermochemical reactions are only high 
temperature heat and water and they release low temperature heat, hydrogen and oxygen. 
There are no effluents produced in this cycle and all the reagents other than water are 
recycled and reused. The whole cycle includes the following three reactions:
A + 2 / / /  + (-120°C) (Exothermic) (1.1)
^  + æ ,  + 7/2 O, (-830-900°C) (Endothermie) (1.2)
2H1 (300-450°C) (Endothermie) (1.3)
The net reaction is H ,0  ^  H , + I j 2 0^  (1.4)
This cycle consists o f three coupled chemical reactions as shown in the above 
equations. Sulfuric acid and hydrogen iodide are produced in the central low temperature 
reaction (Eq. 1.1). Sulfuric acid is decomposed at high temperature to give sulfur dioxide 
and oxygen as shown in Eq. 1.2. Hydrogen is obtained from hydrogen iodide 
decomposition at lower temperature as shown in Eq. 1.3. Under proper conditions, these 
compounds are immiscible and can be readily separated. There are significant chemical 
separations associated with each chemical reaction and water is the primary solvent used 
in the chemical reaction. Cost effective hydrogen production, using the S-I cycle, requires 
that hydrogen be generated efficiently and without excessive capital cost. Figure 1.2 
indicates the schematic diagram o f different reactions taking place in S-I cycle [5].
HjSOix"
Figure 1.2 Sulfur-iodine thermochemical water splitting cycle [5]
1.2 Bayonet Fleat Exchanger o f Silicon Carbide Integrated Decomposer
The experiments performed at Sandia National Lab (SNL) on the sulfuric acid section 
concentrates the dilute acid and decompose the aeid under pressure to return pressurized 
sulfur dioxide, oxygen and water. The main issue faced is corrosion during handling hot 
acid. But at high temperature the liquid is vaporized before it contacts the metallic 
surface, and in the vapor state the acid does not corrode alloys. Flowever no such solution 
to minimize corrosion is available for the process o f cooling acid vapors. The 
decomposition reaction does not go to completion and hence the unreacted acid has to be 
separated from the product stream. The vapor stream is cooled below 350°C which 
condenses a hot liquid acid stream. Because o f the disadvantage in handling the acid a 
new design called silicon carbide integrated decomposer (SID) was created without any 
wetted surfaces where Teflon, Viton, or glass-lined steel is used in the lower temperature 
regions (200°C) and SiC (silicon carbide) is used at temperatures up to 900°C. The
integrated acid decomposer combines functions o f a boiler, superheater, decomposer and 
recuperator in a single silicon carbide unit. Hence the bayonet heat exehanger is also 
called silicon carbide integrated decomposer [6 ], [7].
1.3 Research Objectives
The US Department o f Energy (DOE) Nuclear Hydrogen Initiative investigates the 
thermochemical cycles for hydrogen production using high temperature heat from 
advanced nuclear reactors. The focus o f this research is as follows:
• Development o f two-dimensional and three-dimensional numerical models o f a 
high temperature bayonet type heat exchanger and decomposer for hydrogen 
production based on the sulfur-iodine thermochemical water-splitting cycle
• Investigation o f fluid flow, heat transfer and chemical reactions in the heat 
exchanger and decomposer. Decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide is found 
from a two-dimensional model using porous media approach
• Perform a parametric study on the decomposition o f sulfur trioxide for different 
surface-to-volume ratios, Reynolds numbers and operation pressures.
•  Calculate decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide for different arrangement o f 
pellets and for different types o f pellets in the 3-D packed bed region o f the 
bayonet heat exchanger.
• Comparison o f the numerical results with experimental results obtained from 
Sandia National Lab (SNL).
1.3. Literature Survey
1.3.1. Sulfur-iodine Thermochemical Water Splitting Cycle for Hydrogen Production
Much research has been conducted for the sulfuric acid decomposition process using 
high temperature heat exchangers and chemical decomposers. Thermochemical water- 
splitting cycles have been studied at various levels o f effort for the past 35 years. 
Extensive studies were done in the late 70s and early 80s, but only little attention was 
received in the past 10 years as indicated by Brown et al. [8 ]. Over 100 cycles have heen 
proposed and the interest in thermochemical water splitting cycles varied greatly with 
time.
The sulfur-iodine cycle proposed hy General Atomics (GA) Company is used for 
large-scale hydrogen production. A complete flowsheet o f the S-I cycle is rarely seen in 
scientific literature. In the paper by Huang and Raissi [9], ASPEN technologies HYSYS 
chemical process simulator was used to develop flowsheets for the sulfuric acid 
concentration and decomposition section. An improved flowsheet was developed which 
includes mass and heat balances. For SO3 decomposition WX-2 is used as a catalyst and 
the activation energy and pre-exponential factor is assumed to be 2.45x10* h ' and 17.46 
kcal/mol. The results indicate that the flowsheets developed for sulfuric acid 
decomposition process are simple and the process is stable even at deeomposition 
temperatures below 500°C and yields higher efficiency comparable to other processes.
A study on sulfur-iodine cycle for hydrogen production by a water-splitting reaction 
has heen done by Barbarossa et al. [10]. The dissociation efficiencies at various 
temperatures were evaluated for Pd-Ag alloy and ferric oxide catalysts. Experiments have 
heen done in a homogenous gas phase in the presence o f solid catalysts Ag-Pd
intermetallic alloy and Fe2 0 3  supported on SiOi in the temperature range 773-1373 K. 
From the results it is observed that the thermal dissociation o f sulfuric acid is strongly 
affected by temperature and hence a suitable catalytic material must be selected to 
decrease decomposition temperature. The catalysts Ag-Pd/PdO and Fc2 0 3  can efficiently 
catalyze SO2 formation by thermal decomposition o f H2 SO4 at temperatures about 300K 
below that o f non-catalyzed reaction.
The decomposition o f gaseous sulfuric acid has been investigated computationally by 
Brutti et al. [11]. A first principle study o f the gaseous coordination complexes SO3 
(H2 0 )n (n = 1  to 3) and H2 SO4 (H2 0 )m (m -  1 to 2 ) has been carried out deriving 
equilibrium ground state structures, vibrational frequencies and energetic stabilities by 
the Moller-Plesset perturbation approximation. A new thermodynamic modeling o f the 
decomposition o f H2S0 4 (g) has been therefore performed considering the effect o f 
temperature, pressure and initial composition o f the gas.
Ishikawa et al. [12] studied the catalytic activity o f various metal and metal oxides on 
a porous alumina support for the thermal decomposition o f  sulfuric acid in a fixed bed 
reactor. Pt-Al2 0 3  catalyst gave a conversion o f SO3 close to equilibrium at temperatures 
from 1073 to 1173K and at a space velocity below 10000 h ''. It was also found that the 
metal oxide catalysts such as CuO and Fc2 0 3  were active as platinum catalyst. From the 
results it was found that platinum was the best catalyst for the reduction o f SO3 
performed under many operating conditions. For practical purposes Fc2 0 3  is also used 
due to its low cost and availahility.
Efforts have focused on S-I cycle for hydrogen production by water-splitting using a 
very high temperature nuclear reactor (VHTR). In the work done hy Kim et al. [13] the
activity o f Fe/Al and Fe/Ti catalysts prepared by co-precipitation was studied to find 
suitable catalysts for the decomposition o f sulfur trioxide as the oxygen-generating 
reaction in the thermochemical water splitting process. The SO3 decomposition took 
place from a temperature range from 750 to 950 °C at a gas hourly space velocity 
(GFtSV) o f 72000 cm^/g cat.h in a fixed bed reactor. It was found from the result that the 
catalytic activity o f the catalyst increasing with increase in Fe loadings indicate that Fe 
component should be active during the reaction.
A design study o f the sulfur trioxide decomposition reactor encompassing the 
thermodynamics, reaction kinetics, catalyst, heat transfer and mechanical design was 
performed by Lin and Flaherty [14]. The research has been carried out at Westinghouse 
Electric Corporation. This paper describes the design o f one o f the most critical 
components which is the sulfur trioxide decomposition reactor. A shell and tube heat 
exchanger with packed bed catalyst is used where the catalyst is located on the shell side 
and helium along the tube side. The preheat section is loaded with a packed bed o f 
spheres or rings without catalyst just to enhance heat transfer. The minimum temperature 
in the catalyst bed is 1023 K. The pressure drop on the tube side is 10.3 kPa and on the 
shell side is 179.3 kPa. The percentage decomposition obtained was low at temperature 
below 1000 K and satisfactory conversion is achieved above 1073 K.
Ozturk et al. [15] studied a new design and thermodynamic and engineering analysis 
o f the H 2SO4 decomposition section o f the sulfur-iodine thermochemical cycle for 
producing hydrogen. In this process all the equipment is operated adiabatically at a 
maximum pressure o f 0.7 MPa. The thermodynamic result shows that the first law 
efficiency is 64.2% and the exergetic efficiency is 64%. The eeonomic evaluation carried
out revealed that the cost per kmol SO2 is $3.3 (1990) for a nuclear energy cost o f $4.0 
(1990) per GJ. In 1995 [16], another new process was developed to decompose sulfuric 
acid wherein all major equipment is operated adiahatically at a maximum pressure o f 1 . 2  
MPa. Thermodynamic evaluation o f the process has resulted in a 76% first law efficiency 
and 75.6% exergetic efficiency. The cost per kmol SO2 is $1.8 (1990) for a nuclear 
energy cost o f $3.0 per GJ.
Perkins and Weimer [17] did research on thermodynamic and material considerations 
for two and three step thermochemieal eycles to split water using solar thermal 
processing. From the study it was found that solar thermal processing was ideal for S-I 
cycle, as it would allow operation in optimal temperature range (-1900K ), not easily 
aecessible by other processing methods. H2 SO4 dissociation in the presence o f  SiC 
(protective Si0 2  layer) is stable over the desirable temperature range.
The eatalytic activity o f metal oxide was studied by Tagwa and Endo [18] to find 
suitable catalysts for the decomposition o f sulfuric acid in the thermochemieal water- 
splitting process. Ce(IV), Cr(III), Fe(III), Al, Ni, Cu and Pt in the range 600-900°C at 
space velocities o f 4300 to 20000 h’’ in a fixed bed reactor. The activity o f  Cr2 0 3  above 
700°C was nearly the same as the Pt catalyst. It was found that the catalytic activity for 
metal oxides was closely related with their thermodynamic properties; the higher the 
instability o f the sulfate, the higher the catalytic activity o f  the oxide.
Yannopoulous and Pierre [19] investigated the high temperature stable catalysts for 
the conversion o f SO3 to SO2 . From the results it is found that chemically and 
mechanically stable, efficient, high temperature eatalysts for the conversion o f SO3 to 
SO2 can be made using simple methods with high yields.
A compact ceramic high temperature heat exchanger has been proposed as sulfuric 
acid decomposer for hydrogen production within the sulfur iodine thermo-chemical cycle 
by Ponyavin et al. [20]. The results o f this research provide the basis for optimal design 
o f the decomposer that provides maximum chemical decomposition while maintaining 
stresses within desired limits. The research has been conducted on the sulfur trioxide 
decomposer which includes reaction kinetics, catalyst, heat transfer and mechanical 
design.
Research has been done for materials to be used in the sulfur-iodine thermochemieal 
water splitting cycle for the hydrogen production hy Wong et al. [21]. The immersion 
coupon corrosion tests have heen performed and only Ta and Nb-based refractory metals 
and ceramic mullite can stand up to the corrosive environment.
In the research done by Subramanian et al. [22], [23] a ceramic high-temperature heat 
exchanger was used as a sulfuric acid decomposer for hydrogen production within the 
sulfur-iodine thermochemieal cycle. Hot helium from nuclear reactor is used to heat the 
S-1  (sulfuric acid) feed components (H2 O, H 2SO4 , SO3) to obtain appropriate conditions 
for the S-I decomposition reaction. The inner walls o f the S-I decomposition channels o f 
the decomposer are coated by a catalyst to decompose sulfur trioxide into sulfur dioxide 
and oxygen.
The activity and stability o f several metal oxide supported platinum catalysts were 
explored for sulfuric acid decomposition reaction. In the study by Ginosar et al. [24] 
reactions were carried out using a feed o f concentrated sulfuric acid (96 wt%) at 
atmospheric pressure at temperatures between 800 and 850°C. The influence o f exposure 
to reaction conditions were observed for three catalysts namely zirconia, titania and 0 . 1 -
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0.2 wt% Pt supported on alumina. The results showed that the higher surface area 
catalysts namely Pt/AlzO] and Pt/ZrOa had the highest activity but deactivated rapidly. 
The lower surface area catalyst like Pt/TiOi had good stability in short term  tests.
Sandia National Lab (SNL) [6 ], [7] developed silicon carbide integrated decomposer 
(SID) for hydrogen production using high temperature heat. It has a sulfuric acid section 
which receives dilute acid from the adjacent reaction section, concentrates and 
decomposes the acid to SO2 , O2 and H2O. The problem o f corrosion is solved by using 
non-metal wetting components. The low temperature regions are made o f Teflon and 
Viton seals while the high temperature region is made up o f silicon carbide. Platinum is 
used as a catalyst to decompose sulfur trioxide to sulfur dioxide. The SID or bayonet heat 
exchanger combines the boiler, superheater, decomposer and recuperator in a single unit 
without any connections that have the potential for leaking. From the shakedown test 
performed on the SID, the flow rate is varied from 5-15 ml/min and the acid conversion 
fraction is about 0.6. Another test was performed by coupling the concentrator at 0.1 bar 
with the SID operating between 3 and 5 bar and the acid conversion fraction obtained is 
0.37.
1.3.2. Enhancement o f Heat Transfer in Porous Media Approach 
. Much research on porous media has been done in the past. The trend in heat 
exchanger design continues to be in the direction o f higher heat transfer rates per unit 
volume. The size o f the heat exchanger can be reduced by increasing the surface area or 
augmenting the heat transfer coefficient. Porous media have large contact surfaces with 
fluids which enhance heat transfer performance. In the research done by Noh et al. [25] 
an experimental investigation was done to examine the feasibility o f using a high
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conductivity porous channel as a heat sink for high performance forced cooling in heat 
exchangers. In order to reduce the high pressure drop incurred in packed bed a foam 
material with high permeability is used. From the result it has been observed that 
aluminium-based foam material is a highly permeable porous medium with porosity 
s>0.9, which enables considerably reduced pressure drop for the flow.
Rojas and Koplik [26] studied the flow o f an incompressible liquid at non-zero 
Reynolds number (Re) in a two-dimensional model porous medium through numerical 
simulation. The porous media model is made o f regular or random arrays o f fixed square 
obstacles placed in the interior o f the channel. The numerical method used is spectral 
finite element method encoded in commercial software package NEKTON. The results 
show that the pressure drop in a flow in a porous media that is on average unidirectional 
is linear as Re—>0, quadratic at finite Re, and has cubic dependence in the transitional 
region.
Wu et al. [27] developed a new resistance model for flow through granular porous 
media based on the average hydraulic radius model and the contracting-expanding model 
and it is compared with the Ergun equation. This model is expressed as a function of 
tortuosity, porosity, ratio o f pore diameter to throat diameter, diameter o f  particles and 
fluid properties. The two empirical constants (150 and 1.75) in the Ergun equation are 
replaced by two expressions. The viscous energy loss (72x where t is porosity) and the 
kinetic energy loss are calculated and compared with the Ergun equation and every 
parameter in the proposed model has a clear physical meaning and is more reasonable 
than the Ergun equation.
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Experimental and numerical work by Pavel et al. [28] investigated the effects o f 
metallic porous materials inserted in a pipe on the rate o f heat transfer. The effects o f 
porosity, porous material diameter, the thermal conductivity as well as Reynolds number 
on the heat transfer and pressure drop are studied and the results are compared with clear 
flow where no porous material was used. A direct comparison between the numerical and 
experimental analysis was difficult because the domain where the comparison was made 
restricted to a range o f  Reynolds number 1000-2000, as the numerical code is valid only 
for laminar flow and the experimental data is available for transition and turbulent flow 
regimes (1000-4500). From the result it has been found that for clear flow the thermal 
conductivity is small but when aluminium porous media is employed the thermal 
conductivity increases. The largest pressure drop corresponds to the case with best 
thermal performance. From the results it is found that to enhance heat transfer the porous 
insert must be approximately the diameter o f the porous media o f  the pipe. Further 
improvement can be obtained by using a porous insert with smaller porosity and higher 
thermal conductivity.
Vafai and Tien [29] analyzed the effect o f solid boundary and the inertial forces on 
flow and heat transfer in porous media. The governing equations were applied using a 
local volume-averaging technique. The results showed that the boundary and the inertial 
effects are characterized by three dimensionless groups whose effects are more 
pronounced in highly permeable media, high Prandtl-number fluids, and large pressure 
gradients and in the region close to the leading edge o f the flow boundary layer.
Buonanno and Cartenuto [30] applied the procedure o f volume-averaging to the 
process o f steady-state heat conduction in a two-phase system and a method was
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developed to calculate effective thermal conductivity. The effective thermal conductivity 
o f a two-phase isotropic porous medium with touching particles was studied. The method 
is applied for periodic regular arrangements o f square and cireular eylinders. The height 
o f the packed bed plays an important role. It is observed that the influence o f  solid 
particles shape in a porous medium tends to diminish as the contact thermal resistance 
increases.
The work done by Mohamad [31 ] investigates heat transfer enhancement for flow in a 
pipe or a channel fully or partially filled with porous medium. Forced, laminar flow was 
assumed and the effects o f  porous layer thickness on the rate o f heat transfer and pressure 
drop were investigated. For the study the permeability is varied in the range o f 10'^ to 
10.0. The effect o f  varying the inertia term is studied and it is found that the inertia term 
is not important for Darcy number Da>10'^. From the result it is found that partially 
filling conduit is better because it enhances the rate o f heat transfer and the pressure drop 
is less compared to conduit fully filled with a porous medium.
Alkam and Nimr [32] investigated the improvement o f the thermal performance o f a 
conventional concentric tube heat exchanger by inserting porous substrates along both 
sides o f the inner wall. The convective heat transfer coefficient is increased by the porous 
substrates. A numerical study was done to calculate heat exchanger effectiveness. From 
the result it is observed that inserting porous substrates enhance heat exchanger 
effectiveness for both parallel and counter flow arrangements at high values o f heat 
capacity ratio. It is also found that there is a critical value o f substrate thickness beyond 
which there is no substantial increase o f  heat exchanger performance.
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Ichimiya [33] proposed a new method to estimate the heat transfer between the gas 
fluid and the solid material in porous medium. It is obtained from the experimental 
Nusselt number on a heated wall o f a flow passage and numerical one with dimensionless 
heat transfer parameters. The flow is laminar and the Re is 300. The volumetric heat 
coefficient is obtained by choosing the parameter H(a) (a kind o f volumetric Nusselt 
number between solid and fluid (air) in a porous medium) for which the numerical 
Nusselt number agrees with the experimental ones.
Basak et al. [34] studied natural convection in a square cavity filled with a porous 
matrix using a penalty finite element method for uniformly and non-uniformly heated 
bottom wall, adiabatic top wall and constant temperature cold vertical walls. The 
momentum heat transfer is modeled by Darcy-Forchheimer law. From the result it has 
been found that thermal boundary layer is developed approximately 75% within the 
cavity for uniform heating and 60% for non-uniform heating with Ra = 10^, Da = 10'^, 
and Pr = 0.71. The heat transfer is very high at the edges o f the wall and decreases to 
minimum at the center due to uniform heating. It is found that heat transfer is primarily 
due to conduction for Darcy number less than or equal to 10'^.
Patil and Kulkami [35] investigated the combined effects o f  free convective heat and 
mass transfer on steady two-dimensional, laminar polar fluid flow through a porous 
medium in the presence o f internal heat generation and chemical reaction o f the first 
order. From the results it is observed that velocity o f a polar fluid reduced remarkably 
compared to a Newtonian fluid in the presence o f combined effects o f chemical reaction, 
constant suction, and internal heat generation and viscous and Darcy’s dissipation.
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1.3.3. Enhancement o f Heat Transfer in Packed Bed Approach
In the research done by Dixon et al. [36] a packed bed finite element model consisting 
o f 10 spheres, at a tube-to-particle diameter ratio N=2.43, was constructed that included 
particle-particle and wall-particle contact points. Fluid flow and heat transfer in the 
model were simulated using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The simulation results 
showed strong flow components towards the wall and away from the wall, thereby 
transporting the heat.
A research work was done by Bahrami et al. [37] to predict the effective thermal 
conductivity o f regularly packed beds o f rough, uniformly sized spheres immersed in a 
stagnant gas. Simple cubic (SC) and face centered cubic (FCC) were studied. It was 
observed that the thermal conductivity o f the packed beds increases with increasing the 
relative diameter o f  the spheres.
Levee and Nemec [38] investigated the flow through the packed bed reactors. The 
bed packing was made o f uniformly sized spherical and non-spherical pellets. Random 
close packing (RCP) and random loose packing (REP) methods were used with the 
porosity in the range o f 0.37-0.52. The Ergun equation has been upgraded and it was 
found that the pressure drop in a packed bed o f  arbitrarily shaped particles is within 
±10% on average. A similar work is done on two-phase concurrent flow through packed 
bed reactors [39].
Ding et al. [40] investigated the behavior o f gas-solid two-phase mixtures flowing 
upwards through packed beds. An Eulerian based two-fluid model coupled with a newly 
proposed porosity distribution model was used to simulate the flow behavior. The model
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agrees very well with the experiments and by setting up the porosity as 0 . 8  at the wall, 
the predicted pressure drop agrees with measurements within 5%.
The simulation o f heat transfer and hydrodynamics for metal structured packed bed 
was done by Li et al. [41]. Modeling and simulation based on computational 
hydrodynamics for metal structured packed bed were carried out to predict the flow field 
and temperature field and to evaluate its performance in transport aspect. From the result 
it was found that at low Re the specific surface area is a key factor to determine the heat 
transfer capability o f the structured bed. But at high Re the property o f the solid phase 
and voidage o f the structured packed bed will play an important role in the evaluation o f 
heat transfer.
Lou and Wang [42] studied the heat transfer in a cylindrical packed bed with 
continuous flow o f gases by treating the solid phase as a pseudo-homogenous medium. A 
set o f finite difference equations governing the temperature distributions in the solid and 
gaseous phase have been obtained using a mixing-cells model.
Guardo et al. [43] did a study on particle-to-fluid heat transfer in fixed bed reactors 
using CFD. Numerical analysis was done for forced convection at low pressure and 
mixed convection at high pressure. A 44-sphere stacking with sphere-to-tube diameter 
ratio o f 3.923 was chosen to be the geometrical model. This study includes real contact 
points, and the spheres were modeled overlapping by 0.5% o f their diameters with the 
adjacent surfaces. From the study it is observed that the value o f N u increases almost 
linearly with flow velocity and this increase is due to the overall contribution o f forced 
convection to overall heat transfer. Free convection is independent o f flow velocity and it 
remains constant.
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The influence o f  the turbulence model in CFD modeling o f wall-to-fluid heat transfer 
in packed beds was done by Guardo et al. [44]. This study presents a comparison between 
the performance in flow and heat transfer estimation o f five different (Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes equations) RANS turbulence models in a fixed bed. This bed is composed 
o f 44 homogenous stacked spheres in a maximum space-occupying arrangement in a 
cylindrical container. This was done by solving the 3D Navier-Stokes and energy 
equations by means o f a commercial finite volume code FLUENT. The flow structures 
within the bed (i.e., wall channeling, eddy flows, stagnant points) are easily identifiable. 
Turbulence models used for simulations do not properly predict the transition regime and 
the results present slower ratios o f convergence at low Re than at high Re.
Many studies have been done on the arrangement o f pellets in a packed bed. The 
work done by Afandizadeh and Foumeny [45] dealt with the design o f  variables which 
affect bed structure, properties o f the particles and the container as well as the loading o f 
particles and subsequent treatment. From the studies it was found that the design o f 
packed bed to influence the shape, dimensions, and the loading o f the constituent 
particles.
A similar study was done o f CFD modeling and experimental validation o f the 
particle-to-fluid mass and heat transfer in a packed bed at very low channel-to-particle 
diameter ratio by Romkes et al. [46]. The research investigates the mass and heat transfer 
characteristics o f a composite structured catalytic reactor packing (composite structured 
packing (CSP)).
A study o f CFD modeling and experimental validation o f pressure drop and flow 
profile in a novel structured catalytic reactor packing was done by Calis et al. [47]. In this
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paper it is shown that a commercial code CFX code (CFX-5.3) can be used to predict, 
with an average error o f about 1 0 %, the pressure drop characteristics o f packed beds o f 
spheres that have a tube-to-particle diameter ratio o f 1 . 0 0  to 2 .0 0 .
The axial dispersion in single pellet-string columns packed with unusually shaped 
porous pellets by Solcova et al. [48] shows the axial dispersion in the single pellet 
arrangement packed with 15 types o f pellets with various shapes. Non-porous cylindrical 
and non-spherical porous with pores are blocked by a liquid possessing low viscosity. 
The effectiveness o f axial dispersion correlations was confirmed for sphericity 0 .427-
0.89 and the pellet/column diameter ratios 0.35-0.87.
Sanderson and Cunningham [49] presented a simple model to influence the degree o f 
axial dispersion in a packed bed o f varying diameter to influence the degree o f axial 
dispersion. From the result it was observed that small diameter pellets lead to larger 
pressure drop but at the same time lead to the most efficient use o f  storage packing 
volume. It was also found that cylindrical cross-sections have undesirable effects such as 
flow channeling and radial dispersion o f the temperature field.
1.3.4. Bayonet Heat Exchanger
O ’Doherty et al. [50] conducted a study on the analysis o f heat transfer enhancement 
devices which can be considered for a bayonet tube heat exchanger. In this study simple 
rib roughened surfaces in the form o f rings were used in the annul us part o f the bayonet 
heat exchanger to enhance heat transfer and the effect o f rings was studied using CFD. 
An experimental study was done using laser doppler anemometry (EDA) and those 
conditions were applied in CFD package FLUENT. The results indicated that the ring to 
the annulus height produced the best enhancement for an acceptable pressure drop o f  0.37
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(ring to annulus height ratio) and this resulted in a predicted enhancement from 230 to 
650 kW/m^ heat flux, but at the expense o f an increased pressure drop by a factor o f 
around 1 2 .
The effect o f radiation heat transfer on a bayonet tube heat exchanger accounting for 
conduction, convection and radiation heat transfer was studied by Li [51]. The 
observations showed that the radiation effects have more impact on center tube fluid 
temperature than on the annulus fluid temperature. As a result o f  inner tube radiation, the 
inner tube wall temperature can exceed the surrounding fluid temperatures when the tube 
temperatures are high.
A study o f a counterflow heat exchanger model, based on bayonet type configuration, 
has been developed for predicting the performance o f small scale thennal systems was 
done by Peterson and Vanderhoff [52]. A computational model was developed that was 
distinguished from past work by including axial conduction effects and surface radiation 
losses. Three thermal loss mechanisms were considered and three coupled differential 
equations were developed to model the heat exchanger. The results revealed that both 
conduction and radiation heat losses were significant in small scale high temperature heat 
exchangers.
Kayansayan’s work [53] describes the Effectiveness-NTU design method o f bayonet 
tube evaporators and condensers. It was found that at identical design conditions, the 
evaporator with the flow entering the annulus performed better than when flow enters the 
inner tube.
Explicit design o f the bayonet tube exchanger is practicable when the shell-side fluid 
is essentially isothermal for some condensing and evaporating conditions, and for
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isothermal cross-flow. The study o f Smith [54] on analytical expressions and 
dimensionless plot presented for the four possible configurations giving full temperature 
profiles, exchanger effectiveness and position o f closest shell to tube-side temperature 
approach and direct determination o f exchanger length.
Numerical solutions for flow and heat transfer in a single-pass, return flow bayonet 
heat exchanger are given for Reynolds numbers equal to 100, 500 and 1,000 and Prandtl 
numbers equal to 0.7, 20 and 100 by Yang and Hsieh [55]. The results indicate that heat 
exchanger is effective in heat transfer.
1.4 Motivation o f Thesis
A large research initiative over several decades has focused on developing 
environmentally friendly, efficient, and economic pathways for hydrogen production. The 
sulfur-iodine thermochemical cycle proposed by the General Atomics Corp., is a 
promising one. In the cycle, the decomposition o f sulfur trioxide is the most difficult 
reaction as it is carried out under very high temperature and includes corrosive acid. 
Much research has been done on the sulfuric acid decomposition cycle but the obtained 
efficiency is not very high. Sandia National Lab developed a lab scale model o f  the 
silicon carbide integrated decomposer (SID), also called a bayonet heat exchanger, which 
can handle both high temperature and low temperature regions in a single unit. In high 
temperature region SiC and in low temperature region Teflon can be used as materials for 
the heat exchanger design. There is no evidence in the literature about using bayonet heat 
exchanger and decomposer for the decomposition o f sulfur trioxide in the production of 
hydrogen. Furthermore, there is no evidence on research done on the arrangement o f
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packed bed with different shaped pellets to enhance heat transfer and increase the 
decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide.
1.5 Outline o f Thesis
This thesis deals with the development o f  a three-dimensional computational model 
o f a high temperature bayonet heat exchanger and decomposer for hydrogen production, 
based on the sulfur-iodine thermochemical water splitting cycle.
Chapter 2 explains the details o f the problem and the geometry. Chapter 3 shows 
governing equations, the numerical algorithm, the boundary conditions, and the physical 
properties. Chapter 4 focuses on the validation o f the use o f  the numerical model applied 
for solving the governing equations. Chapters 5 and 6  discuss the results for the different 
2-D and 3-D geometries, respectively. Chapter 7 explains the optimizations studies 
performed. Chapter 8  concludes the current research and suggests the future research 
needs.
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CHAPTER 2
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM AND GEOMETRY 
The design o f  a bayonet type high temperature heat exchanger and decomposer was 
developed by Sandia National Lab (SNL). In SNL, experiments were performed as a part 
o f the development o f the sulfuric acid section that receives dilute acid, concentrates the 
acid, then decomposes the acid under pressure to return pressurized sulfur dioxide, 
oxygen and water to the adjacent section. SNL has developed an integrated SiC ceramic 
decomposer which appears to solve many o f the issues related to an acid decomposer. 
Sulfuric acid decomposition loop concepts utilized distinct components such as the 
boiler, superheater and decomposer.
The apparatus consists of a concentrator that removes water from the incoming acid. 
As the concentrator operates below 200°C, Teflon components are used under vacuum to 
produce acid at 35-40 mol% acid. The concentrated acid is pumped into an open bottle at 
atmospheric pressure and then pumped out o f this bottle and into the SID. Acid is 
decomposed in the SID to produce SO], O2 and H ]0 . Undecomposed acid leaves the SID 
as a liquid and falls through the packed-T into a Teflon-lined tank. The gases are dried 
through a bed o f CaSO^, and then particulates are rem oved by passing through several 
inches o f glass wool. The gas then passes through two flow meters in series to determine 
the gas flow rates o f SO] and O]. The concentrated acid is then pressurized and heated to 
850°C in a bayonet heat exchanger in which a platinum catalyst is used to decompose
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sulfur trioxide to sulfur dioxide and oxygen. A schematic o f the process flow is given in 
Figure 2.1 [6 ].
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Figure 2.1 Process flow for concentrating and decomposing sulfuric acid [6 ]
The sulfuric acid concentrator is designed to operate for input acid flow rates in the 
range 5 to 100 ml/min, at concentrations o f  5 to 40 mol%. The operating output acid flow 
rate range is 10 to 50 ml/min and produces acid concentrations up to 40 mol%. A wiped- 
film concentrator was selected because this type is simple to operate and control at low 
flow rates, and can be constructed out o f highly corrosion-resistant ceramics and Teflon. 
The concentrator consists o f a silicon carbide pipe 381 mm high and 102 mm outside 
diameter, with a four blade Teflon wiper and Teflon end pieces. Dilute acid enters the top 
and the wiper rotates at about 100 rpm which is driven by a laboratory stirrer. The heat 
transfer is improved by the wiping action and the process is performed under vacuum at 
an absolute pressure o f 0.1 bar. Water is removed from the top o f the apparatus as steam
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and is cooled to liquid water in a water-cooled condenser. The water is collected in a 
Teflon-lined steel pressure vessel, but when the apparatus is connected to the rest o f  the 
S-I cycle the condensed water will be returned to the Bunsen section. Concentrated 
H2 SO4 from the bottom o f the concentrator is pumped into a processing/eontrol tank 
constructed o f thick-walled Teflon. Acid is pumped from this tank to the acid 
decomposer. The temperature is controlled either with a heater tape controller or a PID 
(proportional-integral-differential) controller. The experimental setup o f the concentrator 
is shown in Figure 2.2 [6 ].
Concentrauw
water tank
Figure 2.2 Experimental set up o f concentrator [6 ]
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2.1 Geometry and Dimensions o f Bayonet Type Heat Exchanger
In this distinct-component arrangement, the boiler would heat the sulfuric acid vapor 
from ~405°C to produce vapor, the superheater would heat the sulfuric acid vapors from 
~405°C to ~700°C, and the decomposer would heat the vapors to the maximum operating 
temperature plus provide the heat necessary to dissociate the sulfur trioxide to sulfur 
dioxide and oxygen. The decomposed vapors coming from the decomposer were to be 
recuperated in either the superheater or the boiler to minimize the total required input 
energy to the system. The model o f the bayonet heat exchanger is shown in Figure 2.3.
Decom poser
Superheater
 —Quœlr Woi
Boiler
Figure 2.3 Silicon Carbide Integrated Decomposer (SID)
A high temperature bayonet heat exchanger that could also serve as a reactor was 
conceived as a solution to developing and connecting distinct components and 
recuperating heat. The unit consists o f three vertical concentric tubes, with the innermost 
and the outermost tubes made from SiC with closed ends on top, and on the center tube
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currently made from quartz and open at both ends. The flow path is designed such that 
concentrated acid enters the Teflon manifold inlet and flows up along the outer annulus. 
At the bottom o f this annular region heat is recuperated from the flow downward along 
the inner annulus and the combined heat from the recuperation and the electrical heater 
vaporizes the incoming acid. Further heating superheats the acid in the outer annulus and 
the vaporized acid decomposes completely to SO3 and H2O prior to reaching the catalyst. 
The catalyst is heated at the top o f the annular region outside the central tube and inside 
the innermost tube. Further heating in the catalyst region decomposes the SO3 to SO2 and
O2 . The vapors from the catalyst bed flow down and out through the annular region 
between the central and the innermost tubes. As the heat is recuperated the down-flowing 
stream temperature drops, and the remaining SO3 combines with steam to form H 2SO4 . 
Further reduction in temperature allows for the condensation o f the H 2SO4 . The 
innermost tube is open at the bottom and is used to house a thermocouple tree. No fluid 
flows through the innermost tree. The exit temperature is maintained low enough to allow 
for Teflon to be used for the manifold and the tubing and high enough to maintain as a 
vapor. Because there are no connections at temperatures above 200°C, connecting joints 
are minimally stressed due to thermal cycling, which greatly reduces the chance for leaks 
to occur at hot joints. Furthermore by continuously recuperating the exiting fluid energy 
along the entire input temperature range minimizes the entropy increase in the process 
which gives the greatest decomposer efficiency. The experimental setup o f the lab scale 
model o f the bayonet heat exchanger is shown in Figure 2.4 [6 ].
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Figure 2.4 Experimental setup o f bayonet heat exchanger [6 ]
The dimensions o f the lab scale model o f the bayonet heat exchanger used in Sandia 
National Lab (SNL) are 38.1 mm/25.4 mm (OD/ID) and 15.9 mm/9.53 mm tubes in 6 8 6  
mm and 1370 mm lengths. The central quartz baffle is about 20 m m /17 mm OD/ID and 
the quartz insert is 10 mm / 6  mm OD/ID. The flow path was established in the upward 
flow direction as a 2.7 mm wide annulus and in the downward flow as a 0.56 mm wide 
annulus. The height o f the porous medium region is about 9 inches (228.6 mm) and the 
height o f the heating region is about 622 mm. The design o f a heat exchanger and 
decomposer requires a balanced approach among the thermal design, pressure drop and 
chemical reactions. The schematic o f SID is shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 Dimensions o f  bayonet type heat exchanger
In this thesis the focus is mainly on the decomposition o f sulfur trioxide to sulfur 
dioxide in the decomposer. The working fluids are sulfur trioxide, sulfur dioxide, oxygen 
and water. The sulfur trioxide from the super heater enters the decomposer at a 
temperature o f about 650°C. The heat from the walls provides sufficient heat for sulfur 
trioxide decomposition. From the SNL report the volumetric flow rate ranges from 5 
ml/min to 15 ml/min. From the volumetric flow rate o f  15 ml/min the mass flow rate is 
calculated and the mass flow rate o f the mixture was about 0.00043 kg/s. Bas ed on the 
axisymmetric assumption only a quarter model was used for calculation the mass flow 
rate applied was 0.0001075 kg/s. The system is maintained under pressure o f about 1 
atm. The catalytic bed is designed inside the tubes which acts like a porous zone through 
which the mixture o f sulfur trioxide and water vapor passes and gets decomposed into 
sulfur dioxide and oxygen.
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2.2 Numerical Modeling Approach
Initially the fluid flow and heat transfer analysis was performed using a two- 
dimensional model. A three-dimensional approach was then used in order to understand 
the complex flow physics and to get an idea about the three-dimensional approach that 
needs to be adopted. The three-dimensional approach was carried out to determine the 
flow passage among the pellets in the packed bed. Different models and arrangements o f 
pellets in the packed bed were considered to find out the maximum decomposition 
percentage o f sulfur trioxide. The modeling and results will be discussed in detail in 
Chapters 5 and 6 .
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CHAPTER 3 
NUMERICAL METHOD AND ALGORITHM
3.1 Introduction
This chapter outlines the formulation o f  the numerical methods used in determining 
the performance o f the decomposer being considered. Descriptions o f  the assumptions, 
the conservation equations, the chemical reaction mechanism, the equations o f flow in 
porous media and the boundary conditions are presented in this chapter.
3.2 Assumptions for Numerical Model Development
In order to effectively describe the complex flow process in the packed bed in the 
form o f a numerical model, a number o f assumptions must be made about flow and other 
conditions. The assumptions used in the present work are as follows:
1. The flow is uniform, steady and laminar
2. The flow is assumed to be axis-symmetric for the 2-D and the 3-D model
3. A pseudo-homogenous flow condition is imposed in the porous regions
4. Bed porosity is constant in axial and radial directions
5. Molecular diffusion is assumed to be constant compared to the bulk 
motion/momentum o f the fluid
6 . Thermal radiation is not considered
7. Gases are assumed to be incompressible and to obey the ideal gas law
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8 . Inertial and viscous resistance are considered for porous media approach
9. Volume-averaged porous media approach is used with 1 wt % o f platinum 
catalyst.
Heat transfer due to thermal radiation is not considered to occur inside the bed or to 
the ambient. Inside the porous region o f  the decomposer the presence o f inert and 
catalytically active pellets reduces the radiation mean beam length and, as a result 
radiative heat transfer is negligible in comparison to the conductive and convective heat 
transfer occurring inside the bed.
The flow is eonsidered incompressible which means there is no change in density 
with position. Therefore the bulk gas density is assumed to be constant. The density o f 
individual gases will change as a result o f temperature change and are calculated using 
the ideal gas law to eonserve mass and a eonstant bulk density.
The flow in the decomposer is characterized by a complex flow field, which is 
affected by blockage and recirculation zones enhanced by sharp rectangular edges and 
narrow gaps. In this case the actual physical device is replaced by a discrete number o f 
points that represent the entire geometry o f the cell where the distributions o f pressure, 
velocity etc. are to be found. The approach requires defining the mathematical equations 
that govern the physical process. These equations will be solved only at the discrete 
points representing the geometry. FLUENT [56], a commercial CFD program, based on a 
finite volume method is among the most powerful paekages o f  existing software for 
solving fluid flow and heat transfer problems. The aim o f this study is to determine the 
maximum decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide in the eatalytie bed region with 
different types o f pellets and different arrangements o f pellets.
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3.3 Governing Equations
The governing equations for the continuity, momentum and energy for laminar flow 
can be expressed as follows;
a
dW:
{ p u , )  = 0 (3.1)
a  / \ a
dw, dw
a«*
dw.
^  ( p « 7 ) =  ®
/ V y
A ar
dp
aw .
dw dw' VCp dw.
+ S.
y
(3.2)
(3.3)
The governing equations for different species involved in the reaction model can be 
written as:
a
aw .
+ R  + s. =0 (3.4)
3.4 Chemical Reaction and Kinetics
The wall surface reaction model was implemented to determine the mass fraction o f 
SO3 , SO2 and O2 as a result o f sulfur trioxide decomposition: SO3—>8 0 2 + 0 .5 0 2 . The 
chemical reaction is highly temperature and pressure dependent.
Assuming that the reaction is the first order homogeneous reaction (Spewock, [58]), 
the rate equation for the reaction is written as:
(3.5)
The reaction rate constant (k) is obtained by using the Arrhenius equation (Scot [59]):
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=  (3.6)
A platinum catalyst is used to enhance the decomposition. The activation energy (Eg) 
and pre-exponential factor (A) for the chemical reaction are obtained from the 
experimental data o f Ginosar [24]. For the 1 wt % Pt catalyst pre-exponential factor A = 
0.16 1/s; Eg=32.67 kJ/mol. There are both exothermic and endothermie reactions in the 
mechanism and the heat generated or consumed by these reactions needs to be accounted 
for in the energy equation.
3.5 Packed Bed Reactor Modeling
As mentioned, the presence o f porous media in the decomposer requires special 
attention in the numerical model. The bed is filled with catalyst o f different shapes with a 
diameter o f about 5 mm. These particles are arranged using regular packing and 
staggered packing. The combination o f solid and gas phases in one region can be referred 
to as a heterogeneous mixture where the two phases exist separately. In a heterogeneous 
reactor model, the chemical reactions occur only at the surface o f  the catalyst pellets. 
Fleterogeneous reactor models have been developed that can randomly generate the 
packing nature o f the spherically shaped pellets and therefore the chemical reactions can 
be defined to occur only at these surfaces. Unfortunately these models require an 
immense amount o f computing power and are only appropriate for basic flow models in 
small geom etries and are therefore not suitable for this application. To sim plify the 
problem for accounting for two-phase flow, the packed bed o f the reactor can be 
considered homogenous. This essentially means that the mass o f the catalyst is uniformly 
distributed throughout the packed bed and the chemical reaction can be represented as
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occurring everywhere in the bed. The flow is then assumed to have only the gas phase 
present. Modifications to the momentum equations and thermal conductivity must be 
made when assuming pseudo-homogenous phases. Source terms are added to the 
momentum equations and an effective thermal conductivity is calculated. Both o f these 
require that the porosity o f the packed bed to be known before these values can be 
determined. The porosity has been calculated for spherical, cylindrical, cubical and 
hollow cylindrical pellets to describe the amount o f void space in the packing catalyst.
3.6 Momentum Source Terms
The porous media domain is modeled by the addition o f momentum source term to 
the standard fluid flow equations. The source term is composed o f two parts namely 
viscous loss term and inertial loss term.
S', = —
\
(3.7)
S, is the source term for the i th (x, y  or z) momentum equation, and D and C are 
prescribed matrices. The inertial and viscous resistance coefficients are found out using 
expressions from Nield and Bejan [60].
(3.9)
The viscous resistance coefficient (1/a) is obtained from the inverse o f  permeability 
(a). The wall surface reaction is used for the model and hence the value o f surface-to- 
volume ratio is specified. This value is the surface area o f the pore walls per unit volume
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(A/V) and can be thought o f as a measure o f catalyst loading. With this value FLUENT 
can calculate the total surface area on which the reaction takes place in each cell by 
multiplying A/V by the volume o f the cell. The porosity s, the volume fraction o f the 
fluid in the porous region is also specified for the model. The porosity is found to be
0.476.
3.7 Solution Technique
A description o f the solution technique used in the finite volume method is presented 
in this section. The finite volume method (FVM) is one o f the most versatile 
discretization techniques used in CFD. Based on the control volume formulation o f 
analytical fluid dynamics, the first step in the FVM is to divide the domain into a number 
o f control volumes where the variable o f interest is located at the centroid o f the control 
volume. The next step is to integrate the differential form o f the governing equations over 
each control volume. The resulting equation is called the discretized or discretization 
equation. Physically, the conservation o f mass, momentum and energy are assured in the 
formulation o f FVM via the finite difference method (FDM) itself. For this project, the 
approximation is done by the finite difference scheme. The governing equations are 
solved in the Cartesian coordinate system using a control volume finite difference method 
that is similar to the approach introduced by Patankar [61].
3.7.1 Solution Algorithm
The pressure-based segregated solution algorithm was used for the given problem. It 
can be simply described as the process o f solving the governing equations in a sequential 
order as opposed to simultaneously as with a coupled solver. The segregated solution
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algorithm is memory efficient since it only needs to store the discretized equations in 
memory sequentially. All fluid properties such as density, specific heat, viscosity etc., are 
updated.
1. Each individual momentum equation is solved using the previously updated 
pressure and fluxes.
2. A pressure correction is obtained using the previously obtained velocity and mass 
fluxes.
3. Mass fluxes, velocity and pressure are updated using the obtained pressure 
correction.
4. Conservation equations are solved for energy and species terms.
5. Source terms are evaluated for the generation/depletion o f energy and species due 
to chemical reaction.
6 . Convergence is checked to determine if  more iterations are required.
The governing equations which are discrete and non-linear are linearized to produce a 
system o f equations for the dependent variables in every computational cell. The 
governing equations were linearized by the implicit method with respect to the set o f 
dependent variables. By this method the unknown value in each cell is computed using a 
relation that includes both existing and unknown values from neighboring cells. The 
methodology o f the segregated solver that is executed in each iterative step is shown in 
Figure 3.1 and is outlined as follows:
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Figure 3.1 Overview o f segregated solver approach
A point implicit Guass-Siedel linear equation is used in conjunction with an algebraic 
multigrid (AMG) method to solve the resultant scalar system o f equations for the 
dependent variables in each cell. The solver solves for single field variable at one time 
considering all cells and then the next variable is solved using the same technique.
3.8 Discretization
FLUENT uses a control volume based technique in determining the numerical 
solution to a problem. This control volume technique consists o f  integrating the 
governing equations about each control volume, yielding discrete equations that conserve 
each quantity on a control-volume basis. By default the solver stores the discrete values 
o f the scalar quantities at the cell center. However, when the face values o f the scalar
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quantities are required the values are interpolated from the cell center values. This is 
accomplished using an “upwind” scheme. Upwinding means that the face values are 
derived from quantities in the cell upstream, relative to the direction o f the normal 
velocity.
The process o f simply assigning the value o f the.upw ind grid point to the cell face 
value is known as a first-order-upwind-differeneing. The first-order discretization 
equation is used for momentum and continuity equation. The SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit 
Method for Pressure Linked Equations) is used to introduce pressure into continuity 
equations. The SIMPLE algorithm uses the relationship between velocity and pressure 
corrections to enforce mass conservation and to obtain the face flux. If  the resulting flux 
does not satisfy the continuity equation a correction face flux is added to obtain the 
corrected flux, thus satisfying the continuity equation. The pressure correction equation 
may be solved using the AMG method.
3.9 Periodic Flows in Heat Exchanger
Periodic boundary conditions are used when the physical geometry o f interest and the 
expected pattern o f the flow/thermal solution have a periodically repeating nature. In this 
model the pressure drop occurs transitionally across periodic boundaries, resulting in a 
“fully-developed” or “streamwise-periodic” flow.
3.9.1 Theory
Definition o f  periodic velocity
The assumption o f periodicity implies that the velocity components repeat themselves 
in space follows:
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u{r)  = u{ f  + L) = u i f  + 2L) = ....
v(F) = v(F+ Z) = v(F + 2Z) = . (3.10)
w(f )  = w{r + Z) = w{r + 2L) = ....
where F is the position vector and Z is the periodic length vector o f  the domain.
3.9.2 Definition o f the Streamwise-Periodie Pressure
For viscous flows the pressure is not periodic, instead the pressure drop between the 
modules is periodic.
A/» = p { r ) ~  p{r  +L)  = p{r  + L) -  p{r  ~ 2L) = . (3.11)
For the segregated solver, the local pressure gradient can be o f two parts: the gradient
o f a periodic component, V ^(F ), and the gradient o f a linearly varying component, /? ~ .
VXF) = y g y  + Vp(F) (3.12)
where ^ (F ) is the periodic pressure and /9(F) is the linearly-varying component o f the 
pressure. The periodic pressure is the pressure left over after subtracting the linearly- 
varying pressure. The linearly-varying component o f pressure results in a force acting on 
the fluid in the momentum equations. Because the value o f  P is not known before, it must 
be iterated until the mass flow rate defined is achieved in the computational model. This 
correction o f p occurs in the pressure correction step o f the SIMPLE, SIMPLEC or PISO 
algorithm where the value o f P is updated based on the difference between the desired 
mass flow rate and the actual one.
In order to calculate a spatially periodic flow field with a specified flow rate or 
pressure derivative, a grid was created with transitionally periodic boundaries that are 
parallel to each other and equal in size. If  the mass flow rate specification option is
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chosen, the solver calculates the appropriate value o f p. The value o f P is iterated until the 
desired mass flow rate is obtained.
3.10 Boundary Conditions
3.10.1 Mass Flow Inlet Boundary Conditions
Mass flow boundary conditions can be used in FLUENT to provide a prescribed mass 
flow rate at the inlet. A mass flow rate inlet is often used when it is more important to 
match a prescribed mass flow rate than to match the total pressure o f the inflow stream. 
When the mass flow boundary condition is used for an inlet zone, a velocity is used to 
compute the fluxes o f all relevant solution variables into the domain. W ith each iteration, 
the computed velocity is adjusted so that the correct mass flow rate value is maintained. 
If total mass flow rate is specified at the inlet, FLUENT converts it internally to a 
uniform mass flux by dividing the mass flow rate by the total inlet area.
fh
p v „ = -  (3.13)
Once the value o f /w,, at a given face has been determined, the density p at the
face must be determined in order to find the normal velocity, v„. For incompressible flow, 
the density at the inlet is either constant or readily computed as the function o f the 
temperature and the species mass fractions.
3.10.2 Pressure Outlet Boundary Conditions
The pressure outlet boundary condition requires the specification o f  gauge pressure at 
the outlet. The value o f  the static pressure is used only when the flow is sub-sonie, as in 
this case. All other flow quantities are extrapolated from the interior. A set o f the 
“backflow” conditions are also specified, should reverse flow occur at the exit during the
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solution process. To set the static pressure the appropriate gauge pressure should be 
entered. At the pressure outlets FLUENT uses the boundary condition pressure input as 
the static pressure o f the fluid at the outer plane and extrapolates all other conditions from 
interior o f the domain.
3.10.3 Thermal Boundary Conditions
When choosing to solve an energy equation, it is required to define the thermal 
boundary condition at the walls. Since the wall zone in three-dimensional modeling is a 
fluid/solid interface a conjugate heat transfer problem is encountered. The code allows us 
an option to choose whether or not the two sides o f the wall are “coupled”. When the 
coupled option is chosen no other thermal boundary conditions are required, because the 
solver will calculate heat transfer directly from the solution in the adjacent cells. For two- 
dimensional numerical simulations the “temperature boundary conditions” was chosen 
which requires the specification o f wall surface temperature. The heat transfer to the wall 
is computed as
^  = (3.14)
For the three-dimensional model, a user-defined boundary condition was applied for 
the wall. A C program was written for the temperatures obtained from measurements and 
it was implemented on the outer and the inner wall using FLUENT.
3.10.4 Wall Boundary Conditions
Wall boundary conditions are used to bound fluid and solid regions. Since the flow is 
modeled as viscous flow, the no-slip boundary condition is enforced at wall. The catalytic 
surface reaction is enabled at the wall which allows fluid to react when it comes in 
contact with the wall.
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3.10.5 Symmetry Boundary Condition
Symmetry boundary conditions are used when the physieal geometry o f interest and 
the expected pattern o f the flow/thermal solution have mirror symmetry. FLUENT 
assumes zero flux o f all quantities across a symmetry boundary. There is no convective 
flux across a symmetry plane: the normal velocity component at the symmetry plane is 
thus zero. There is no diffusion flux across a symmetry plane. Since the shear stress is 
zero at a symmetry boundary, it can also be interpreted as a “slip” wall when used in 
viscous flow calculations.
3.10.6 Periodic Boundary Conditions
Since the heat exchanger model is characterized by a geometry periodically repeating 
in flow direction, and the expected flow pattern would have a periodically repeating 
nature, the usage o f periodic boundary condition is valid. For a periodic boundary 
without any pressure drop, there is only one input needed i.e., geometry is translationally 
periodic but when there is a pressure drop the input o f mass flow rate across the periodic 
module is required. When calculating flow through the periodic boundary adjacent to a 
fluid cell, the flow conditions at the fluid cell adjacent to the opposite periodic plane are 
used.
3.10.7 Solid Conditions
A “solid” zone is a group o f cells for which only a heat conduction problem is solved, 
no flow equations are solved. The only required input for a solid zone is the type o f solid 
material.
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3.10.8 Fluid Boundary Conditions
A fluid zone is a group o f cells for which all active equations are solved. The only 
required input for the fluid zone is the type o f fluid material. The type o f fluid and the 
properties o f the individual fluid and the mixture properties are defined in the material 
panel o f FLUENT.
3.10.9 Axis Boundary Conditions
For the two-dimensional model the axis boundary condition is applied. The axis 
boundary condition is specified as axis-symmetric which allows the user not to have to 
specify any other boundary condition at the axis. The axis boundary type must be used as 
the centerline o f an axis-symmetric geometry. FLUENT uses the cell value in the 
adjacent cell for determining the appropriate physical value for a particular variable at a 
point on the axis.
3.11 Physical Properties Model
An important step in the numerical model is the definition o f physical properties. For 
the solid materials since the segregated solver is used only the thermal conductivity value 
is required for calculations. While for the fluid the values o f density, viscosity, thermal 
conductivity and specific heat capacity are required for calculation purpose. The physieal 
properties may be dependent or independent o f temperature depending on the type o f 
approach chosen. When there is a large difference between the fluid and the surface, the 
assumption o f constant fluid transport properties may cause some errors, because the 
transport properties o f most fluids vary with temperature. They will cause a variation o f 
velocity and temperature throughout the boundary layer or over the flow cross section o f
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the duct. It is also important to note that the Prandtl number o f the liquid varies with 
temperature similar to that o f viscosity. In this study as the chemical reaction is involved 
the properties o f the mixture depend not only on the temperature but also on the 
individual species concentration.
The properties o f the mixture (H2 O, SO2 , SO3 and O2 ) are dependent on temperature 
and kinetic theory and the selected for mass diffusivity from FLUENT material panel. 
Material properties such as thermal conductivity, viscosity and specific heat depends on 
temperature and individual species concentrations and hence they are calculated using a 
mass weighted mixing law. Density o f the mixture is calculated using an incompressible- 
ideal gas relationship.
3.12 Under-relaxation Factors
The segregated solver uses under-relaxation to control the update o f computed 
variables after each iteration. All the equations solved using the segregated solver will 
have the under-relaxation factor. In FLUENT, the default under-relaxation parameters for 
all variables are set to values that are near optimal for the largest possible number o f 
cases. The calculations were performed with the default under-relaxation factor for all 
parameters except temperature. Since the residual o f energy started increasing the under­
relaxation factor for energy was reduced from 1.0 to 0.8. As the reversed pressure flow 
was seen during the iterations the under-relaxation factor for pressure was decreased to
O.I. Once the residuals started to stabilize it was then increased to 0.9 which results in 
faster convergence.
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CHAPTER 4 
VALIDATION
4 .1 Experimental Results
4.1.1 SID Shakedown Tests
The validation o f the decomposition percentage o f  sulfur trioxide in the bayonet heat 
exchanger and the decomposer is done by comparing the numerical results with 
experimental results obtained from Sandia National Lab (SNL). The application o f 
bayonet heat exchanger for catalytic sulfuric acid decomposition involves concern for 
safety. For the safety reasons many shakedown tests were performed initially with water 
and it appears to solve many o f the issues related to acid decomposer. A temperature 
profile was obtained from the thermocouples placed along the walls o f the heat exchanger 
to measure the temperature and is shown in Figure 4.1 [6 ].
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Figure 4.1 Temperature profile measured along outer and inner SiC tubes o f the SID [6 ]
Three ambient pressure acid tests were performed with acid concentrations ranging 
from 15 to 45 mol%, and within a single test the flow rate varied from 5 to 15 ml/min, 
and the catalyst temperature varied from 800 to 850°C. These tests verified that over this 
range o f parameters the SID performed as expected. The acid conversion fraction to SO2 
and O2 were obtained from the measurements on the total mass o f acid processed by the 
SID and the mass o f liquid collected. The difference in these masses may be attributed to 
the mass o f SO2 and O2 that was released from the system. This is a conservative estimate 
because some o f the SO2 dissolves in the condensed water to form H2 SO4 , but this is 
generally a small correction. Because catalyst temperatures and flow rates were varied 
during the tests, the resulting conversion fraction is an integral measure o f fraction over
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the course o f the experiment. The acid conversion fraction obtained was approximately 
61%.
4.1.2 Test o f Coupled Vacuum Concentrator and Pressurized Decomposer
A test o f coupled vacuum concentrator and decomposer was performed to 
demonstrate operations with SID at high pressure (3-5 bar) coupled to the concentrator 
under vaeuum [6 ]. The test began with the concentrator starting first to produce 38 mol% 
acid from a 20 mol% acid solution. These concentrations were verified either by density 
or electrical conductivity measurements. The SID heaters were turned on soon after the 
concentrator started operating. The pumping rate into the SID was maintained at 13.4 
ml/min throughout the experiment and the concentrator was producing concentrated acid 
during most o f the time the SID was operating. At this flow rate the mass o f the acid 
flowing through the catalyst bed divided by the mass o f Pt on the catalyst is 22 min"'. 
The pressure in the SID was controlled with the orifice valve, which was initially set at 3 
bar. The pressure continued to increase till it reached 5.5 bar. The real time acid 
conversion fraction was determined from the gas flow rate o f SO2 and O 2 . For 850°C the 
equilibrium conversion fraction for the decomposition reaction is 0.77 for the range of 
pressures in the test. However based on the gas flow rates, the highest conversion 
achieved was 0.37. This difference may be due to the system not achieving 850°C when 
the test ended, and therefore the expected equilibrium conversion for 850°C was not 
approached. The conversion fraction does seem to be continuously increasing even at the 
termination o f the experiment. Figure 4.2 shows the real time conversion fraction 
determined from the total gas flow rate [6 ].
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Figure 4.2: Real time conversion fraction determined from the total gas flow rate [6 ]
4.2 Numerical Results
4.2.1 Two-dimensional Model
The flow calculations o f decomposition o f sulfur trioxide to sulfur dioxide in the 
presence of catalyst using porous media approach for the two-dimensional model has 
been calculated. The chemical reaction for the two-dimensional model was carried out in 
two cases:
1. Applying constant wall temperature o f 1173K along the wall
2. Applying the measured values obtained from the thermocouples placed along 
the outer wall o f the lab scale model o f the bayonet type heat exchanger in 
Sandia National Lab (SNL)
The calculated decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide with constant wall 
temperature was 33% and with the temperature profile was 19%. These results were 
obtained for volumetric flow rate o f about 15 ml/min and acid concentration o f about 40
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mol%. The operation pressure was about 1 bar. The inlet temperature for both the cases 
was 873K and the inlet velocity was 5.5 m/sec. A parametric study has been done for the 
pressures ranging from 1 to 5 bar and volumetric flow rate o f 5 ml/min and 15 ml/min as 
shown in Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.3 Parametric study o f percentage decomposition o f  sulfur trioxide vs. operation
pressure
The SID experiment was performed with the volumetric flow rate ranging from 5 to 
15 ml/min and operation pressure also varied from 1 to 5 bar. From Figure 4.3 it could be 
seen that the numerical results were in the same range as the experimental results. The 
obtained experimental result o f decomposition o f sulfur trioxide is 61%. The numerical 
results for 5 ml/min range from 33% to 77% and for 15 ml/min it ranges from 75% to 
93% based on different operating pressures. Hence the experimental result obtained was 
in the midway between them. The decomposition percentage o f  sulfur trioxide for 
coupled vacuum concentrator and SID is 37%. But for the numerical study only the 
decomposer part o f the bayonet heat exchanger is considered.
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4.2.2 Three-dimensional Model
A three-dimensional model o f the deeomposer region with different types o f pellets 
and pellet arrangements was done. The decomposition percentages o f sulfur trioxide for 
cylindrical, spherical, cubical and hollow cylindrical pellets have been calculated. The 
results have been shown for 5 ml/min and 15 ml/min in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Decomposition percentage for different pellets at 5 and 15 ml/min volumetric
flow rate
Packed bed Diameter
mm
Decomposition 
% o f SO] for 5 
ml/min
Decomposition % o f SO3 
for 15 ml/min
Cylindrical
packing
5 56.58 25
Spherical
symmetrical
packing
5 60 29
Spherical regular 
packing
5 60.65 30
Spherical regular 
packing
4 61.26 34
Cubical 4 54.58 24
Hollow cylinder OD-5,ID-4 70.5 39
The results shown in Table 4.1 indicate that for the three-dimensional model o f 
packed bed region, the decomposition percentage is in the same range as the experimental
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result. The spherical pellets are used for packing in the experiments conducted in Sandia 
National Lab. It is observed that the decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide for the 
spherical pellets with regular packing and staggered packing is around 60%. The 
parametric study at different volumetric flow rates is shown in Figure 4.4
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Figure 4.4 Parametric study o f percentage decomposition o f sulfur trioxide vs. volumetric
flow rate
Hence the numerical result for the three-dimensional model is. consistent with the 
experimental result. The packed bed region with hollow cylindrical pellets is found to 
have better decomposition percentage due to higher surface-to-volume ratio compared to 
other pellets.
Another parametric study for different operation pressures for all the pellets has been 
done. The decomposition percentage varies from 7% to 45% for 15 ml/min volumetric 
flow rate. The decomposition percentage o f the packed bed region with hollow 
cylindrical pellets is found to be more compared to other pellets. The parametric study for 
different operation pressures is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 Parametric study o f percentage decomposition o f sulfur trioxide vs. operation
pressure
The obtained numerical results are not exactly same as the experimental results but 
found to be in the same range as the experimental result. The reason is due to the fact that 
the exact value o f the acid concentration, operation pressure and volumetric flow rate is 
not known. The range o f those values used is only known. Another factor is that the pre­
exponential factor and activation energy is not known. They are obtained for 1 wt% of 
platinum catalyst from Idaho National Lab and are applied for the chemical reaction for 
both two-dimensional and three-dimensional models. With the obtained information the 
numerical result is in close match with experimental results.
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CHAPTER 5
TWO-DIMENSIONAL NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF THE BAYONET TYPE 
HEAT EXCHANGER AND DECOMPOSER
5.1 Decomposer Design Investigations
The concepts o f two-dimensional studies for fluid flow and heat transfer were only 
performed on the decomposer part o f the bayonet type heat exchanger and decomposer. A 
two-dimensional model o f the deeomposer is modeled for the calculation o f percentage o f 
sulfur trioxide from the chemical reaction. Fluid flow analysis, heat transfer and chemical 
reactions were considered for study in the decomposer region. Axis-symmetric geometry 
is chosen for the two-dimensional model. For this model, it was assumed that the gas 
properties namely density and dynamic viscosity do not depend on the temperature. The 
volumetric flow rate o f 15 ml/min and acid concentration o f 40 mol% was given by the 
SNL for the decomposition o f sulfur trioxide to sulfur dioxide.
The 2-D numerical simulations were performed only to get some idea o f the 
complexity o f the flow in the heat exchanger and to find the deeomposition percentage o f 
sulfur trioxide. The two approaches followed during the two-dimensional studies were:
• Applying constant wall temperature o f 1173K along the wall
•  Applying the measured values obtained from the thermocouples placed along 
the outer wall o f the lab scale model o f the bayonet type heat exchanger in 
Sandia National Lab (SNL)
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The decomposer region is located on the top o f the bayonet heat exchanger. It houses 
the pellets. The pellets made up silicon carbide with 1 wt. % o f platinum were used as a 
catalyst. For the two-dimensional model the pellets are assumed as spherical shaped and 
their packing is simple cubical packing. The diameter o f the pellets was 5 mm. The 
catalysts were used to enhance the rate o f chemical reaction. The channeling occurs in the 
catalytic bed and hence porous medium approach was used for the model. The porous 
media domain is modeled by the addition o f a momentum source term to the standard 
fluid flow equations.
The mix gas properties for the reacting flow were calculated for the component mass 
concentrations; = 0 .5 3 ,x ^  = 0 .4 7 . The calculated properties o f the gases for the
areas are below:
• Density o f gases: 0.4106 kg-m'^
• Viscosity o f the reacting flow: 1.75T0-5 kg' (m s) '
As the sulfur trioxide was completely formed in the superheater region, a mixture o f 
sulfur trioxide and water vapor enters the decomposer region. The inlet temperature o f 
the decomposer was 923 K. The geometry and the boundary conditions o f  the
decomposer region is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Boundary conditions o f the decomposer region
The boundary conditions applied for the model are as follows;
• Outer wall temperature = 1173K
• Irmer wall = adiabatic boundary condition
•  Inlet temperature = 923 K
• Mass flow rate = 0.00043 kg-s'’
• Inlet velocity = 5.5 m-s’’
• Operation pressure = 101325 Pa
• Centerline = axis-symmetric boundary condition
The Reynolds number was calculated and was found to be around 700 and hence 
laminar flow model was used for further calculations inside the deeomposer region. The 
two-dimensional model o f the decomposer region was modeled and meshed in GAMBIT
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2.2.30 [57]. A grid independent study was done using the above boundary and operating 
conditions and the grid independent study is shown in Figure 5.2
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Figure 5.2 Grid independent study
Grid independent means calculation results change so little along with a denser or 
looser grid that the truncation error can be ignored in numerical simulation. When 
considering the grid independent issue, in principle a very dense grid can avoid this 
problem but the calculational resource may be wasted unnecessarily. In practice, we 
usually increase the grid resolution according to a certain ratio, for example 1/3 and then 
compare the results o f  the two neighborhood results. If the results are identical the 
computation can be considered as grid independent. From Figure 5.2 it can be found that 
the difference in pressure drop between the finer mesh and other meshes is less than 5%. 
Hence a mesh with 33,036 cells and 35,374 nodes has been selected for further study. 
The computational mesh is shown in Figure 5.3
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Figure 5.3 Computational mesh
The computational mesh was imported in FLUENT where the post-processing was 
done. The pressure drop in the decomposer region for the region with constant wall 
temperature was found to be 3200 Pa. The pressure drop increases along the catalytic bed 
and the temperature was almost constant throughout the porous media region. The 
pressure and temperature distribution is shown in Figure 5.4
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Figure 5.4 Pressure and temperature distributions for constant wall temperature
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The decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide in the decomposer region is 33%. 
As the decomposition takes place the mole fraction o f  SO3 decreases along the porous 
media region and the mole fraction o f  SO2 and 0 % increases from inlet to outlet which is 
shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5 Mole fractions o f SO3 and SO2 for constant wall temperature
In the other method with the user defined function (UDF) applied along the outer 
wall, the pressure drop was found to be 3000 Pa. The temperature increases along the 
porous media region which satisfies the linear UDF applied along the outer wall. The 
chemical reaction occurs by the heat applied along the w alls (Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6 Pressure and temperature distributions using user-defined functions
The decomposition takes place in the porous media region and the percentage o f 
sulfur trioxide obtained was 19%. According to the results the decomposition percentage 
o f sulfur trioxide obtained for the model with UDF applied along the wall was smaller 
compared to the constant wall temperature model. This is because the average 
temperature in the porous media region is smaller for the varying temperature model 
eompared with the assumption o f constant wall temperature. The distribution o f SO2 and 
O2 is shown in Figure 5. 7.
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Figure 5. 7 Mole fractions o f SO3 and SO2 using user-defined functions
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5.2 Parametric Studies
Parametric studies were performed on the decomposer region for different surface-to- 
volume ratios, Reynolds numbers and operation pressures. Figure 5.8 shows that the 
percentage o f  sulfur trioxide increases significantly as the surface-to-volume ratio 
increases.
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Figure 5.8 Decomposition percentage o f SO3 vs surface-to-volume ratio
The result is consistent with the general observation as the area o f  collision increases 
the decomposition percentage increases since there will be more area for the moleeules to 
collide at the catalytic surface and hence the chemical reaction takes place more 
efficiently.
The SO3 decomposition rate also depends on the Reynolds number. From Figure 5.9 
it can be seen that as the Reynolds number increases the decomposition percentage o f 
sulfur trioxide decreases. This is because the increase in Reynolds number leads to the 
decrease in the residence time and hence the decomposition percentage also decreases.
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Figure 5.9 Percentage decomposition o f SO3 vs Reynolds number
The parametric study for the variation o f pressure drop for different surface-to- 
volume ratios was calculated. From Figure 5.10 it can be seen that as the surface-to- 
volume ratio increases the pressure drop also increases.
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Figure 5.10 Pressure drop vs surface-to-volume ratio
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CHAPTER 6
THREE-DIMENSIONAL NUMERICAL MODELING
6 .1 Fluid-Flow Across a Periodic Module
A periodic module was used in order to solve the hydrodynamics with constant 
material properties for the three-dimensional model o f the decomposer region o f  the 
bayonet heat exchanger. One o f the main advantages o f the periodic boundary condition 
is to reduce the computational effort without sacrificing the accuracy calculations. 
Periodic boundary conditions were used at ABCD and EFGH (see Figure 6.1) as the 
modules repeat themselves in the flow direction and symmetric boundary conditions were 
used at ACEG and BDFH in the span wise directions. The mass flow rate for the periodic 
boundary condition was 0.00043 kg/s and the upstream bulk temperature was 873K. The 
pressure gradient across one module was calculated using FLUENT.
In the three-dimensional periodic model, two types o f pellets were considered for 
study namely cylindrical and spherical pellets, the diameter o f  the pellets being 5mm. As 
the model is cylindrical, one-quarter o f the three-dimensional model o f the decomposer 
region has been modeled. The diameter o f the outer cylinder was 25.4 mm and the 
diam eter o f the inner eyiinder was 10 mm. Three rows o f pellets were selected for the 
periodic boundary condition model with two pellets on the top and bottom and one pellet 
in the center. The height o f the packed bed region was about 10 mm. There were four 
cylindrical pellets in the periodic module and a staggered packing arrangement was used.
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From the Figure 6.1 it can be seen that the cylindrical pellets touch each other and there 
was no overlapping.
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Figure 6.1 Dimensions and boundaries o f cylindrical pellets
The packed bed with spherical pellets was modeled in the same way as cylindrical 
pellets hut the spherical pellets overlap each other for proper meshing. The height o f the 
packed bed region was about 6  mm and four pellets were arranged in the packed bed. The 
diameter o f the pellets was about 5 mm and the applied boundary conditions were same 
as that o f the cylindrical pellets. The geometry and dimensions o f  spherical pellets are 
shown in Figure 6.2
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Figure 6.2 Dimensions and boundaries o f spherical pellets
The three-dimensional model was meshed in GAMBIT and the faces selected for the 
periodic boundary condition were linked with each other. A mesh independent study was 
carried out for both the models and from the results appropriate number o f nodes and 
cells were selected for further study. A grid independent study was done for both the 
models and from the study the number o f nodes and cells for cylindrical pellets was about 
91,484 and 469,561 and for the spherical pellets it was about 60,516 and 295,115. The 
computational mesh is shown in Figure 6.3
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Figure 6.3 Computational mesh o f cylindrical and spherical pellets
The model was simulated in FLUENT and a translational periodic type was used for 
the model. The pressure drop obtained for the model with cylindrical and spherical pellets 
were 260 Pa and 280 Pa, respectively. The pressure drop for cylindrical and spherical 
pellets is shown in Figure 6.4
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Figure 6.4 Pressure distribution for cylindrical and spherical pellets
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The pressure drop across each module is periodic and the flow is symmetric as is 
evident from the Figure 6.4. The porosity for the cylindrical pellets is about 63.6% and 
for spherical pellets is about 59.5%. The velocity magnitude is also symmetric and the 
periodic boundary condition was satisfied. The velocity magnitude for cylindrical pellets 
and spherical pellets is shown in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5 Velocity distributions for cylindrical and spherical pellets
From the streamlines shown in the Figure 6 . 6  it can be found that the fluid flows 
along the cylinders and vortex are generated along the walls. There is no vortex generated 
for spherical pellets, unlike the cylindrical pellets. The pressure drop is a little lower for 
cylindrical pellets because the void space is little more for cylindrical pellets.
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Figure 6 . 6  Streamlines for cylindrical and spherical pellets
6.2 Fluid Flow Across Whole Geometry o f the Decomposer
The motivation o f the calculations shown in this chapter was to find ways to enhance 
the decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide. From the configuration o f the periodic 
module design it is found that the chemical reaction cannot he suitably applied. To 
enhance the decomposition percentage, this geometry has been configured in different 
ways with different arrangements o f pellets and different types o f pellets. The model used 
includes fluid flow model with heat transfer and chemical reaction calculations. For the 
full geometry o f the decomposer, one-fourth o f the packed bed region is considered for 
study and numerical analysis is carried out with four different types o f pellets namely 
cylindrical, spherical, cubical and hollow cylinder pellets.
It was assumed that the thermal conductivity, density, specific heat o f the SiC do not 
depend significantly on the temperature. Therefore the properties were taken as constants. 
The values o f  density, viscosity and thermal conductivity were the same as that for the 
two-dimensional model. The mass flow rate at the inlet was 0.0001075 kg/s and the
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operational pressure was 405,300 Pa. The gas properties for the flow areas do not depend 
on the temperature, therefore the properties were taken as eonstants.
The inlet boundary condition was chosen as the mass flow inlet, and it was calculated 
from the experimental report o f Sandia National Lab (SNL). For the outflow conditions 
pressure outlet boundary conditions were used which require the specification o f the 
gauge pressure at the outlet boundary. In addition to the inlet and the outlet the other two 
sides were marked as being symmetrical. The thermal boundary conditions were applied 
to the inner and the outer wall o f the packed bed region. The temperatures obtained from 
the thermocouples measured from Sandia National Lab were implemented to user defined 
function (UDF) in FLUENT and then applied along the inner and the outer wall. In the 
three-dimensional model, a polynomial fit was used for the outer wall as shown below:
Y = A + B*X + C*X*X 
A = 914.18 
B = 948.41 
C = -959.55
The polynomial fit was used for the outer wall because the curve touches most o f the 
temperature measurement than other curve fits. For the inner wall only the maximum and 
the minimum temperatures were known and hence the two points were plotted using a 
linear fit.
For the inner wall a linear profile was used.
Y = A + B*X
A = 873.00
B = 641.97
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^  = 0.1075 10"̂  kg.s"' (one quarter o f the geometry was modeled)
Volumetric flow rate = 15 ml/min
All the other boundary conditions were the same as that o f the two-dimensional 
models.
6.2.1 Development o f the Packed Bed Region with Cylindrical Pellets
To enhance the thermal performance o f the heat exchanger the packed bed region 
with cylindrical pellets was modeled. The height o f the packed bed region with the pellets 
was 9 inches (228.6 mm) and the diameter o f the pellets was 5 mm. The simulated region 
was chosen as one-fourth of the packed bed. The number o f pellets in the packed bed 
region was about 115 and the cylinders were arranged in a staggered manner. The model 
was meshed using the mesh generator Hypermesh. The geometry and independent study 
are shown in Figure 6.7.
Number of nodes
Figure 6.7 Geometry and grid independent study for cylindrical pellets
Hypermesh and tetrahedral mesh was selected for meshing. The grid independent 
study was completed and 1,303,721 nodes and 1,172,080 cells were selected for further
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study. The computational mesh o f the inlet region and geometry are shown in Figure 6 . 8  
and Figure 6.9.
Figure 6 . 8  Computational mesh o f the inlet region
Figure 6.9 Computational mesh o f the geometry
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The Reynolds number was calculated to be around 200 and hence it is in the laminar 
flow region. The pressure drop is about 20 Pa and it decreases along the packed bed 
region. The pressure drop in the three-dimensional model with the boundary conditions 
from SNL is found to be much lower than the two-dimensional model. The temperature 
increases along the packed bed region and it can be seen that the user defined boundary 
condition is satisfactorily applied. The pressure and temperature distributions are shown 
in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10 Pressure and temperature distributions for cylindrical packed bed
From Figure 6.11 it is shown that the mass fraction o f sulfur trioxide decreases along 
the packed bed region and sulfur dioxide increases along the packed bed region. The 
porosity was calculated and it is 0.73 and the surface-to-volume ratio is 113.57. The 
chemical reaction was initiated in the packed bed region and the decomposition 
percentage o f sulfur trioxide obtained is about 25% for a flow rate o f  15 ml/min. Another 
simulation was done with volumetric flow rate o f 5 ml/min and the decomposition 
percentage was 56.58%.
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Figure 6 .11 Mass fraetions o f SO2 and SO3 for a cylindrical packed bed
6.2.2 Development o f the Packed Bed Region with Spherical Pellets
From the CFD results for the cylindrical pellets, the decomposition percentage was 
found to be 25% for 15 ml/min. In order to increase the decomposition percentage, a 
numerical simulation with spherical pellets inside the packed bed region was carried out. 
In SNL the experiments were performed using spherical pellets. The length o f the packed 
bed region is same and the diameter o f the spherical pellets is 5 mm. The type o f packing 
is staggered and the number o f pellets is about 195. Due to the meshing problems the 
spherical pellets was made to overlap a little bit with each other. This means that the 
surfaces overlapped instead o f touching at a contact point. The geometry o f  the model 
and its associated mesh was created using the mesh generator GAMBIT. Mesh 
independent study with different nodes was done and the optimum nodes were selected 
when the difference in pressure drop was less than 5%. From the study, 393,915 nodes 
and 1,865,375 cells were selected and the mesh used was tetrahedral. The geometry and 
the computational mesh are shown in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 respectively.
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Figure 6.12 Geometry and grid independent study for spherical packed bed
Figure 6.13 Computational meshing for a spherical packed bed
The pressure drop is found to be 32 Pa which is slightly higher than the cylindrical 
pellets. The flow is steady and laminar. The temperature distribution is similar to that o f 
the packed bed region with cylindrical pellets. The pressure and temperature distribution 
is shown in Figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.14 Pressure and temperature distribution for a spherical packed bed
The porosity o f the spherical pellets is 0.70 and the surface-to-volume ratio is 128.38. 
The decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide is 29% for 15ml/min. The 
decomposition percentage is higher for spherical pellets compared to cylindrical pellets 
because the surface-to-volume ratio is more for spherical pellets. As there is more area 
for chemical reactions to occur the decomposition percentage is higher. The mass 
fractions o f SO3 and SO2 are shown in Figure 6.15.
Figure 6.15 Mass fractions o f SO2 and SO3 for a spherical packed bed
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6.2.3 Development of the Packed Bed Region with Spherical Pellets with Regular Packing 
The alternative design was developed by changing the arrangement o f the pellets in 
the packed bed. Spherical pellets were assured in the model and a regular packing method 
was used. The diameter o f  the pellets was about 4 mm and there were about 232 pellets in 
the packed bed region. The model was meshed in GAMBIT and a mesh independent 
study was done for the model as the results were highly mesh dependent. The geometry 
used and the results o f the mesh-independent study are shown in Figure 6.16. From the 
result 464,146 nodes and 2,222,978 cells were selected for further study. The 
computational mesh is shown in Figure 6.17.
Figure 6.16 Geometry and grid independent study for spherical pellets
0 0
■
Figure 6.17 Computational mesh o f spherical pellets with regular packing
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Numerical simulations have been carried out with the specified boundary and 
operating conditions. The porosity is calculated to be 82.37% and surface-to-volume ratio 
is 136.45. The pressure drop is found to be 20 Pa. The pressure drop for the regular 
packing is less than that o f the staggered packing as the void space is more for regular 
packing. The temperature distribution is similar like other models and it increases along 
the packed bed region. The pressure and temperature distributions are shown in Figure 
6.18.
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Figure 6.18 Pressure and temperature distributions for spherical packed bed with regular
packing
The decomposition percentage obtained is about 34 % for 15 ml/min flow rate. The 
decomposition percentage with regular packing is found to be more than that o f staggered 
packing. The mass fraction o f SO2 increases along the packed bed region and SO3 
decreases along the packed bed region as the chemical reaction takes place. The mass 
fractions o f SO2 and SO3 are shown in Figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.19 Mass fractions o f SO2 and SO3 for spherical packed bed with regular packing
The velocity magnitude was taken to see the flow in the packed bed region. The 
velocity magnitude and SO3 distribution were taken at different slices along the Z-plane. 
From the Figure 6.20 it could be seen that the mass fraction o f SO3 decreases along the 
packed bed region.
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Figure 6.20 Velocity magnitude and mass fraction o f SO3 at different slices along the Z-
plane
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Another study was done for 5 mm diameter spherical pellets with regular packing. 
There were about 141 pellets in the packed bed region. The porosity was about 78.71% 
and the surface-to-volume ratio being 129.58. The decomposition percentage o f sulfur 
trioxide is obtained to be 30%. From the CFD results it is found that better deeomposition 
percentage o f sulfur trioxide is obtained with regular packing than staggered paeking.
6.2.4 Development o f the Packed Bed region with Cubieal Pellets
The packed bed region with cubical pellets was modeled to find the effect on the 
decomposition o f sulfur trioxide. The cubical pellets were not used for the experiments 
conducted at SNL. The sides o f the pellets were 4 mm and they were arranged in a 
staggered manner. There was no overlapping between the pellets and there were about 
230 pellets in the packed bed region. The cubical pellets were chosen because they are 
easy to manufacture for commercial use. The geometry was meshed in GAMBIT using 
tetrahedral cells. From the mesh independent study 457,873 nodes and 1,796,735 cells 
were selected. The geometry and the mesh independent curve are shown in Figure 6.21. 
The computational mesh for cubical pellets is shown in Figure 6.22
Figure 6.21 Geometry and grid independent study for cubical pellets
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Figure 6.22 Computational mesh for cubical pellets
The flow was in the laminar region (Re = 210) and the pressure obtained was about 
12 Pa which is low compared to other models. The temperature distribution is similar to 
other models and the UDF profile was applied satisfactorily. The pressure and 
temperature distributions are shown in Figure 6.23
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Figure 6.23 Pressure and temperature distributions for cubical packed bed 
The decomposition percentage was calculated and it was found to be 24%. The mass 
fractions o f SO2 and SO3 are shown in Figure 6.24
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Figure 6.24 Mass fractions o f SO2 and SO3 for cubical packed bed
The porosity for the cubical pellets is 0.95 and the surface-to-volume ratio is 46.27. 
The porosity is very high and there is lot o f void space in the packed bed region. In 
addition to porosity the surface-to-volume ratio is also very low. Hence the cubical 
pellets are not practically suitable for commercial purposes. Figure 6.25 shows the 
velocity magnitude and mass fraction o f SO3 at different slices along Z-plane.
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Figure 6.25 Velocity magnitude and mass fraction o f SO3 at different slices along Z-plane
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6.2.5 Development o f the Packed Bed Region with Hollow Cylindrical Pellets
To enhance the chemical reaction and to increase the decomposition percentage o f
sulfur trioxide another model was done with hollow cylindrical pellets. The diameter o f
the outer cylinder is 5 mm and the diameter o f the inner eyiinder is 4 mm. The number o f
pellets in the packed bed region is about 230. They are arranged in staggered manner and
there is no overlapping between the pellets. The geometry o f the packed bed region and
the mesh independent study is shown in Figure 6.26.
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Figure 6.26 Geometry and grid independent study for the hollow cylindrical pellets
The model was meshed in GAMBIT and from mesh independent study 464,355 
nodes and 2,120,949 cells were selected for future study. Tetrahedral mesh has been used 
for the model and it is shown in Figure 6.27.
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Figure 6.27 Computational mesh for the hollow cylindrical pellets
Numerical simulations have been done for the above model in FLUENT. The 
porosity o f the packed bed region is 0.81 and the surface-to-volume ratio is 825.30. The 
pressure drop for the model is about 20 Pa. The temperature increases along the packed 
bed region. The pressure and temperature distributions are shown in Figure 6.28.
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Figure 6.28 Pressure and temperature distributions for the hollow cylindrical packed bed
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The decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide is about 39% for 15 ml/min 
volumetric flow rate which is high compared with all the other models. The reason for 
this is the surface-to-volume ratio is high and hence there will be more area for the 
molecules to collide at the catalytic surfaces and thus the chemical reaction can take place 
effectively. The formation o f sulfur dioxide increases and the mass fraction o f SO3 
decreases along the packed bed region. The mass fractions o f SO 2 and SO3 are shown in 
Figure 6.29.
Figure 6.29 Mass fractions o f SO2 and SO3 for the hollow cylindrical packed bed
From the above CFD results, it can seen that the hollow cylinder is more efficient and 
gives a higher decomposition percentage. The manufacturing and the packing o f  hollow 
cylindrical pellets are simple. Ftollow cylindrical pellets have an S/V (geometric surface 
to volume ratio) higher than the spheres and solid cylinders, and this property together 
with a higher void fraction o f catalytic bed, gives a more efficient heat exchange.
6.3 Parametric Studies
Parametric studies were done on the three-dimensional model o f the packed bed 
region with cylindrical and spherical for different acid concentrations, operation
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pressures and volumetric flow rates. The calculations o f  sulfur trioxide decomposition 
percentage for different percentage o f acid concentrations for cylindrical and spherical 
pellets were performed. From Figure 6.30, it can be seen that the decomposition 
percentage o f sulfur trioxide increases with the percentage o f acid concentration. The 
reason is that as the acid concentration increases the amount o f  water decreases which 
enhances the chemical reaction to take place more effectively and more decomposition 
takes place. The decomposition percentage is more for spherical pellets than cylindrical 
pellets.
% acid  con ce n tra tio n
Cylindrical pellets
% acid  concentra tion
Spherical pellets
Figure 6.30 Percentage decomposition o f SO3 vs. percentage acid concentration
Another parametric study has been done with different operational pressures for all 
types and arrangements o f pellets. As the experiments were performed between the 
ranges from 1 to 4 atm the numerical analysis was done for all these pressures. The 
decomposition percentage for the spherical pellets ranges from 12 % to 33% for 15 
ml/min flow rate. It was also found that the hollow cylinder has the highest 
decomposition percentage compared to other pellet types. Figure 6.31 shows the 
parametric study for different operation pressures.
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Figure 6.31 Percentage decomposition o f sulfur trioxide vs. operation pressures
A parametric study for sulfur trioxide decomposition for different volumetric flow 
rates was completed. The experimental results show that the experiments were performed 
for the range from 5 ml/min to 15 ml/min. The exact volumetric flow rate was not known 
and hence the parametric study was performed considering the maximum and minimum 
flow rate. As the volumetric flow rate decreases the residence time increases resulting in 
an increase in the decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide. The parametric study is 
shown in Figure 6.32.
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Figure 6.32 Percentage decomposition o f SO3 vs. volumetric flow rate
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6.4 Three-dimensional Model with Porous Media Approach
Numerical analysis has been performed for the three-dimensional model o f  the 
decomposer region with spherical pellets o f 4 mm diameter using a porous media 
approach. The temperature was applied on the inner and outer wall using the user defined 
function implemented in FLUENT. The inlet temperature was 923K and the mass flow 
rate was 0.0001075 kg-s''. The porosity and surface-to-volume ratio were 0.70 and 
126.38 m ''. The inertial and viscous resistance was calculated using the method shown.
Permeability, a  = —  r- = 0.4065-10'''^ m^
150(1-6T)2
Viscous resistance = 1/a = 2.46 10^ m'^
Inertial resistance = C, = = 765.30 m '
- lO f f "
The obtained values were applied in FLUENT and the analysis was done. The 
pressure drop obtained was 21 Pa which is similar to the packed bed model. The 
temperature also increases along the porous media region and the thermal boundary 
condition was also satisfied. The decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide obtained for 
the three-dimensional model with a porous medium region was 4%, which is much less 
eompared to the packed bed region. The analysis was done to compare the decomposition 
percentage o f sulfur trioxide from porous media region and packed bed region. As the 
decomposition percentage obtained was smaller the simulations were carried out by 
increasing the surface-to-volume ratio 10 times to 1263.80 m ''. The decomposition 
percentage o f sulfur trioxide obtained was about 30.24%. From the result it was found 
that the porous medium region satisfies the hydrodynamics and thermal boundary 
condition but not the chemical reaction for the three-dimensional model.
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CHAPTER 7
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Although there are reports o f work on bayonet heat exchanger in the literature there is 
no report o f research on a bayonet heat exchanger focusing on the decomposer region i.e. 
chemical reaction o f SO3 to SO2 in a packed bed region. A similar study has been carried 
out in the Sandia National Lab and an experimental lab scale model on bayonet heat 
exchanger focusing the decomposer region has been developed. The numerical models 
simulated in the present study were able to predict the overall performance o f the heat 
exchanger and decomposer design. A fluid flow, heat transfer and chemical reaction 
calculations were done for both a two-dimensional and a three-dimensional model o f the 
decomposer. The flow calculations o f decomposition o f sulfur trioxide to sulfur dioxide 
in the presence o f a catalyst using a porous media approach for the two-dimensional 
model has been calculated. The catalysts were used to enhance the rate o f chemical 
reaction. Channeling occurs in the catalytic bed and hence a porous medium approach 
was used for the model. The porous media domain was modeled by the addition o f a 
momentum source term to the standard fluid flow equations. The flow was modeled as a 
single phase flow because there is no liquid and only gas phase was involved in the 
decomposer region. From the two-dimensional model it is seen that the pressure drop 
decreases along the porous medium. It is also found that the pressure drop is higher for 
the two-dimensional model than it is for the three-dimensional model. The pressure drop
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is about 4000 Pa for constant wall temperature and 3000 Pa for the temperature measured 
along the thermocouple. The temperature in the decomposer region is very high for 
constant temperature model and it is uniform throughout the decomposer region. For the 
temperature measured from the thermocouples, the temperature increases from the inlet 
and increases along the porous medium region. The decomposition percentage o f sulfur 
trioxide is calculated by the following method:
Decomposition % o f SO3 = (Mole fraction o f SOsiniet -  Mole fraction o f  SOaoutiet) * 100/
(Mole fraction o f SOsiniet)
From the two-dimensional analysis with constant wall temperature model the 
decomposition percentage o f SO3 is 33% and for the model with the user defined function 
it is 19%. The decomposition percentage for the latter is smaller because the temperature 
in the porous media region is not uniformly high, like the model with constant wall 
temperature along the outer wall. As the heat transfer in the porous media region is 
smaller the decomposition percentage also decreased. In a full scale reactor the 
assumption o f constant wall temperature is not possible practically, but for study 
purposes numerical analysis was done using constant wall temperature model and 
temperature obtained from thermocouples.
Parametric studies have been carried out to find out the influence o f other parameters 
on the decomposition percentage o f SO3 . The decomposition percentage increases with 
increase in surface-to-volume ratio because o f the increasing surface area o f the catalysts 
which enhances the chemical reaction. The increase in Reynolds number decreases the 
decomposition percentage o f SO3 because the velocity increases and the residence time 
decreases. The decrease in residence time decreases the duration o f the chemical reaction
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and hence the decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide is smaller. The percentage 
decomposition o f sulfur trioxide increases with an increase in operation pressure. Another 
parametric study was done to find the effects o f surface-to-volume ratio on pressure drop. 
The pressure drop increases with increase in the surface-to-volume ratio. Even though the 
decomposition percentage increases with increase in the surface-to-volume ratio, the 
pressure drop also increases which is a drawback. Hence the surface-to-volume ratio also 
should be maintained.
The decomposition o f sulfur trioxide for the two-dimensional model was calculated 
and the results obtained were compared with the experimental results. But, practically the 
flow o f fluid between the pellets in the decomposer region o f the bayonet heat exchanger 
may have swirling and recirculation. The axisymmetric model cannot be used if swirling 
phenomena are found in the flow field. Hence a further study on three-dimensional model 
o f the decomposer with different arrangement o f the pellets in the packed bed region was 
carried out. As an initial case, numerical analysis has been studied for the three- 
dimensional model with cylindrical and spherical pellets using periodic boundary 
conditions. The obtained result was in agreement with the periodic boundary conditions. 
The pressure drop obtained for cylindrical pellets is 260 Pa and for spherical pellets is 
280 Pa. The pressure drop is more for spherical pellets which is more than cylindrical 
pellets because the void space in the packed bed region is less. In the packed bed region 
with cylindrical pellets vortices were formed along the symmetry line whereas there is no 
vortex formation for the packed bed region with spherical pellets. The fluid flow is 
straight through the pellets.
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The periodic boundary conditions were the initial step in the numerical analysis o f 
three-dimensional model o f the decomposer region. The periodic boundary conditions 
were applied for a single module o f the packed bed region. As the chemical reaction 
cannot be carried out with periodic boundary conditions a full model o f the packed bed 
region was used for the study. The focus o f this research is mainly to find out the 
decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide with different arrangements o f pellets and 
different types o f pellets. Cylindrical, spherical, cubical and hollow cylindrical pellets 
were used for the model.
The first case with cylindrical pellets o f 5 mm diameter was modeled and meshed in 
GAMBIT. A staggered packing arrangement was used for the model. The pressure drop 
obtained was about 20 Pa, and the pressure drop decreases along the packed bed region. 
The pressure drop for the packed bed region is very much less compared to the porous 
medium. The decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide obtained was 25.1% for 15 
ml/min volumetric flow rate.
The second case was done with spherical pellets o f staggered packing and 5 mm 
diameter. The spherical pellets overlap each other in order to void meshing problem. The 
percentage decomposition o f SO3 is 29% and the pressure drop is 32 Pa. The numerical 
analysis for the baseline design case was done for 15 ml/min volumetric flow rate. The 
spherical pellets were used in the experiments conducted by SNL on the bayonet heat 
exchanger.
The third case was done with spherical pellets o f  4 mm diameter arranged in a regular 
packing method. In this arrangement the pellets overlapped eaeh other. The number o f 
pellets in the packed bed is 232. The decomposition percentage obtained is 34% which is
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higher than the staggered packed model. For the same spherical pellets with regular 
packing arrangement another analysis was done with pellets o f diameter 5 mm. There 
were about 141 pellets and the decomposition percentage obtained is about 30%. The 
obtained results for the packed bed region with spherical pellets are in the same range as 
the experimental result.
In order to enhance heat transfer and increase the deeomposition percentage o f sulfur 
trioxide the fourth model was considered with cubical pellets arranged in staggered 
packing. The sides o f the pellets were 4 mm and there were 230 pellets in the packed bed 
region. The decomposition percentage obtained is 24% which is smallest compared to all 
the other models. One reason for this is due to the high porosity o f  0.95 and low surface- 
to-volume ratio o f 46.27.
Hollow cylindrical pellets were packed in a staggered manner in the packed bed 
region. The outer diameter o f the pellet was 5 mm and the inner diameter was 4 mm and 
there were about 230 pellets in the packed bed region. The pressure drop is 20 Pa and the 
decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide obtained was about 39%. The hollow 
cylindrical pellets provide the highest decomposition percentage than other pellets.
The obtained numerical results for the two-dimensional and the three-dimensional 
model were compared with the experimental results from SNL. The experiments were 
performed for two cases. The experimental results are shown in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Experimental results
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Test Flow Rate in ml/min Pressure in atm Decomposition 
Percentage of SO; in %
SID 5 to 15 1 61
SID and Concentrator 13.4 3 to 5 37
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As the experiments were performed in the range o f  5 to 15 ml/min volumetric flow 
rate numerical analysis were carried out for the maximum and minimum bounding flow 
rates. The decomposition percentage obtained is shown in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 Numerical results
Packed 
bed region
Diam eter 
and sides 
in mm
N um ber
o f
pellets
Porosity Surface
-to-
volume 
ratio 
m '
Pressure 
drop Pa
Decomposition 
% of SO] for 
15 ml/min 
flow rate
Decomposition 
% of SO] for 5 
ml/min flow 
rate
Throughput
kg/s
Cylindrical
pellets
5 115 0.73 113.57 20 25 56 0.0113 10^
Spherical
pellets
staggered
packing
5 195 0.70 128.38 32 29 60 0.0130 10'^
Spherical
pellets
regular
packing
5 141 0.78 129.58 2&5 30 60 0.0135 1 0 '
Spherical
pellets
regular
packing
4 232 0.82 136.45 20 34 61 0.0148 1 0 '
Cubical
pellets
4 230 0.95 46.27 12 24 54 0.010 10"
Hollow
cylindrical
pellets
OD-5,
ID-4
230 0.81 825.30 20 39 70 0.018 1 o '
From the table it is seen that the value o f  the decomposition percentage ranges from 
24% to 70%. In the experiment conducted for SID alone the decomposition percentage 
obtained is 60%. The exact value o f the volumetric flow rate, pressure at which the
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experiment was performed was not clearly given. The decomposition for spherical pellets 
with 5 ml/min flow rate is approximately around 60% for all the three cases. Hence the 
numerical result obtained is consistent with the experimental result. The throughput is 
calculated for each model o f the packed bed region with pellets. The throughput is 
calculated as follows:
Mass flow rate o f  the reacting mixture • average mass fraction o f SO2 at the outlet 
From Table 6.2 it can be seen that the throughput for sulfur dioxide for hollow 
cylindrical pellets is O.OISTO'^ kg/s. The spherical pellets which are used for the 
experiments is SNL has a throughput o f around 0.0130 10'^. The cylindrical pellets cases 
have throughput less than the spherical pellets cases and the cubical pellets cases have the 
least throughput o f sulfur dioxide.
A study on volume-averaged porous media approach for three-dimensional model 
with spherical pellets o f 4 mm diameter was done. The porosity and surface-to-volume 
ratio were 0.70 and 126.38 m’'. The inertial and viscous and resistance were calculated 
for the model and applied in FLUENT. The study was done to compare the 
decomposition percentage obtained for the packed bed region and the porous media 
region. The decomposition percentage o f  sulfur trioxide obtained for the three- 
dimensional model with a porous medium region was 4% which is much smaller 
compared to the packed bed region. The pressure drop obtained was 21 Pa which is 
approximately same as that o f the packed bed model. The thermal boundary condition 
was also satisfied. The surface-to-volume ratio was increased 10 times to 1263.8 m"' and 
simulations were carried out. The decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide obtained
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was about 30%. Hence the porous medium region satisfies the hydrodynamics and 
thermal requirements but not the chemical reaction for the three-dimensional model.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The present research covers the following aspects; fluid flow, heat transfer and 
chemical reaction for the decomposer region o f the bayonet type heat exchanger and 
decomposer. The study was done for the following cases.
• Two-dimensional model o f the decomposer using a porous media approach
• Three-dimensional model o f the decomposer using periodic boundary conditions
• Three-dimensional model o f the packed bed region with different types o f pellets 
and different arrangement o f pellets
The numerical results obtained are validated with the experimental results obtained 
for the lab scale model o f the bayonet heat exchanger from the Sandia National Lab 
(SNLX
The appropriate boundary conditions as used in the experiments were applied to the 
2-D and 3-D models and the governing equations were solved in FLUENT. The baseline 
design investigations were carried out to find the decomposition percentage o f sulfur 
trioxide on the two-dimensional model. The porous media approach was used to enhance 
the chemical reaction. The decomposition percentage obtained for the model with 
constant wall temperature is more than that o f the model with the temperature profile 
applied on the wall. But a constant wall temperature model is not practical for high
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temperature reactor. With the applied pressure o f 1 Pa and wall temperatures observed 
from the thermocouples the decomposition percentage is 19%.
From the parametric studies done for the porous media region the increase in surface- 
to-volume ratio was found to have a good influence on the deeomposition percentage o f 
sulfur trioxide. Increase o f surface-to-volume ratio increases the decomposition 
percentage o f SO3 . A higher surface-to-volume ratio activates the chemical reaction by 
providing more area for the collision o f the molecules in the catalytic bed region. 
Reynolds number also plays an important role in the decomposition o f  sulfur trioxide. 
Increase in Reynolds number results in decrease o f residence time. The chemical reaction 
takes place over a long time thus decreasing the decomposition percentage o f sulfur 
trioxide. The operational pressure greatly affects the decomposition percentage. The 
increase in operational pressure increases the density, which decreases the velocity. As 
the velocity decreases the residence time increases resulting in a high decomposition 
percentage o f sulfur trioxide. A parametric study was done for the effect o f surface-to- 
volume ratio on pressure drop. As the surface-to-volume ratio inereases the pressure drop 
also increases. The surface-to-volume ratio enhances the decomposition percentage but 
also increases the pressure drop. From the two-dimensional results, it is evident that the 
porous media approach applied enhances the decomposition percentage but the pressure 
drop is high.
In order to understand the fluid flow, heat transfer and chemical reaction were 
considered for study in a real time, three-dimensional model. The recirculation between 
the catalysts in the packed bed region was not clearly seen in the 2-D model. The 3-D 
model o f the packed bed region with periodic boundary condition shows that the fluid
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flow and heat transfer were applied satisfactorily for the single module o f the packed bed 
region with 4 pellets. Since the chemical reaction cannot be applied to the periodic 
boundary region, a full geometry o f the packed bed region with different pellets has been 
studied. The numerical results obtained from the 3-D computational model shows a good 
agreement with the experimental results.
From the CFD results, the flow calculations within the pellets in the packed bed 
region shows that the type o f the pellet and the arrangement o f the pellet in the packed 
bed plays an important role in the decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide. The 
spherical pellets used for the numerical analysis provided the decomposition percentage 
that is in the same range as the experimental result done by SNL o f around 60% for 5 
ml/min. The cubical pellets do not enhance the chemical reaction effectively and the 
decomposition percentage obtained is less. The pressure drop is less for cubical pellets 
compared to the other models, but as the surface-to-volume ratio is less it does not 
enhance the chemical reaction. Consequently the decomposition percentage is also less. 
The chemical reaction with cylindrical pellets in the packed bed region was also 
investigated. The CFD result obtained from this research satisfies the experimental result 
from SNL. The packed bed design with the hollow cylindrical pellets looks very 
promising because it provides the highest decomposition percentage o f  about 39% and 
high throughput o f sulfur dioxide. Energy balance was done for the decomposer region 
and the energy applied was used effectively by the decomposer region. The volume- 
averaged porous media approach applied for the packed bed region satisfies only fluid 
flow and heat transfer but not the chemical reaction. Use o f a packed bed region provides 
a good decomposition o f sulfur trioxide with low pressure drop compared to porous
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media region. Hence the packed bed region is the most promising one than the model 
with porous media approach.
Recommendations
• The three-dimensional model with staggered packing and regular packing o f pellets 
in the packed bed has indicated that in the future, a random packing o f  pellets in the 
packed bed similar to the one used in industry can be adopted.
• The decomposition percentage was obtained considering only the decomposer part 
o f the bayonet type heat exchanger. All the other parts like boiler, superheater, 
decomposer and recuperator can be considered and integrated in the numerical 
model to find the decomposition percentage o f  sulfur trioxide.
• In this research only a single phase was involved in the simulation but in reality the 
phase changes from liquid to vapor. Hence, multiphase flow can be included in the 
simulation for the decomposition o f sulfur trioxide in the future.
• Arrhenius constants, namely activation energy and pre-exponential factor, were not 
given for the experimental result from SNL. Hence the data has been obtained from 
the other experiments done on catalytic bed decomposers. It would be more 
appropriate if  the exact value obtained from experiments be used for the 
calculations.
• There are reports in the literature about turbulent flow in bayonet heat exchangers. 
In this study only laminar flow has been considered and it would be good to find the 
decomposition percentage o f sulfur trioxide using turbulent flow.
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